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1. disclaimer
Important Information
You must read the following disclaimer before continuing. The following disclaimer applies to the attached document 

and you are therefore advised to read this carefully before reading, accessing or making any other use of the attached 

document. By accessing the BlueShare White Paper (the “White Paper”), you acknowledge that you have read, under-

stood and accepted the terms set out in this notice.

Selling restrictions 
The White Paper is intended solely to provide information and outline the technical aspects of the token and the plat-

form Blueshare.io. The White Paper is not constructed in accordance to Article 652a and Article 1156 of the Swiss Code 

of Obligations and does not constitute a Prospectus, an offering document, an offer, solicitation for investment, or en-

gaging in any other similar activities as an offer in any jurisdiction, nor does it constitute or is purported to constitute 

an investment advice, nor to provide any (including personalized) investment recommendations. Investors should 

make their own decision to buy or subscribe to buy Blueshare tokens solely based on the Official Prospectus, which 

is published by Interprom Mining AG (the Company), available free of charge on www.blueshare.io, or after consulting 

with their legal, investment, tax, accounting, and other advisors to determine the potential benefits, burdens, and 

other consequences of such actions related to the Blueshares. Hence, this White Paper has no legal validity and is not 

legally binding and cannot be relied upon, neither used as a mean to claim direct or indirect, incidental, punitive or 

consequential damages (including for the loss of profit or revenue) arising out of or in connection with this damages 

from Interprom Mining AG and Interprom EOOD* and any of its subsidies (the Group, Interprom Group or Interprom) 

or any its officers, directors, agents, and employees, affiliates, successors and assigns.  

The securities Blueshare Tokens will not be registered under or offered in compliance with applicable securities laws 

of any state, province, territory, county or jurisdiction of the United States or in any jurisdiction in which such offer or 

solicitation would be unlawful prior to registration, exemption from registration or qualification under the securities 

laws of any such jurisdiction and therefore no offer, solicitation, advertisement or whatsoever is made with respect to 

the citizens, permanent residents,  and green card holders and any persons residing in the United States. Blueshare 

Tokens are not for sale or distribution directly or indirectly in or into any jurisdiction into which the same would be 

constructed as unlawful.” 

Forward-looking statements
This White Paper may contain certain forward-looking statements including, but not limited to, statements as to fu-

ture operating results and plans that involve risks and uncertainties. Such forward-looking statements involve known 

and unknown risks, uncertainties and other factors which may cause the actual results, performance or achievements 

of the Blueshare Token and the Company, the Group and its’ subsidies to differ materially from any future results, per-

formance or achievements expressed or implied by those projected in the forward-looking statements for any reason. 

No representation, expressed or implied is or will be given and no responsibility or liability is or will be accepted by the 

Group its directors, employees, agents, and advisors as to the accuracy or completeness of the information contained 

herein. 

No legal, regulatory, tax advice
Nothing contained in this White Paper constitutes investment, legal, business, tax or other advice. In particular, the 

information in this White Paper does not take into account your investment objectives, financial situation or particular 

needs. Before making an investment decision, prospective contributors should consider their own objectives, finan-

cial situation, and needs and seek legal, tax, financial advice in accordance with their jurisdiction.

The White Paper does not purport to contain all the information which may be required to evaluate any acquisition of 

shares or tokens. Any interested purchaser should conduct their own independent analysis of the Company, consult 

with their business, tax and legal adviser and rely only on the information contained in the Official Prospectus.

*EOOD - Bulgarian limited liability company
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3. INTRODUCTION
Interprom Mining AG intends to fund a pool of natural resources exploration and extraction 
projects through the support of the crypto community, by letting its members participate di-
rectly and transparently in a future income stream and capital gains from these projects.

The core reward to Blueshare token holders is the income from dividends, together with the 
significant potential for capital gains as a result of the business growth, risks resolution from ad-
vancement of projects and unprecedented mobility and liquidity of the crypto instrument through 
its Blueshare.io P2P proprietary platform and expected listings.

The Group aims the Blueshare token to be listed on at least three fully regulated and compliant 
blockchain securities exchanges by the end of  2019  and three more by the end of 2020.

Interprom Mining AG delivers the World’s pioneering Blueshare – a real-business equity capital 
participation share token. By doing so Interprom resolves an essential deficiency for the cryp-
to-world by offering potential holders a better-defined, more predictable future income stream 
from its existing business and mining projects capitalized into a digital financial instrument.

Blueshare is a security token embodying a defined equity capital participation share of the 
future expected profits and assets of a portfolio of natural resources projects of a 23-years‘ old 
established company and within the Group.

The innovative model of Blueshare brings the best of both worlds combining the flexibility and 
freedom of a distributed blockchain-based asset simultaneously and the tangible real-life busi-
ness of natural resources extraction and construction. The instantly transferable asset tokens 
are a flexible and cost-efficient way of investing in less risky and less volatile income stream that 
is based and secured by the income and the value of Interprom EOOD and Interprom Mining 
AG real assets comprising of ongoing construction projects and the pool of mining exploration 
concessions.

Interprom Group has a well-established off-chain business with 23 years of successful and prof-
itable track record. The business is built upon 2 core business lines: construction of infrastructure 
projects and natural resources exploration and extractionon: www.interprommining.com 

The Company’s Mining 
and Construction Business

Roads, subways, waste treatment facilities and others. The company is currently working on the 
expansion of the Sofia underground subway network, turnkey execution of 5 metro-stations & 5 km 
of tunnelling. EU public procurement construction tenders participations planned for 2019.

Complex infrastructure construction projects: 
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•   Over EUR 110 Million ongoing projects
•   Over EUR 400 Million worth of EU-based public procurement construction tenders participa-
      tions planned for 2019

The Company owns the exploration concessions for several sites in Bulgaria. All sites are at 
an early exploration stage and no Environmental Assessment permits have been granted.

    • Two exploration sites (open cut & underground), one Copper reprocessing tail mine 
       with estimated minable value of US$ 4.3 billion. The estimated value of Gold 
       reserves is US$ 2.3 billion.  The estimated value of Silver, Copper, Zinc and other mineral  
        reserves is US$ 2.0 billion.

     • Six exploration sites for dolomite, limestone and diabase rock, as source of construction 
        aggregates.

     • The company is planning to apply for additional exploration and mining concessions in 
        Bulgaria and Macedonia 

Note:  Detailed information regarding all Mining Projects is Provided 
in Appendix A.

US$ 2.3 Billion
Estimated value of minable GOLD reserves

US$ 2.0 Billion
Estimated value of minable silver, copper, 
lead, zinc, antimony and construction 
aggregates.

Ongoing Projects

Over € 110,000,000 
Tendering in 2019

Over € 400,000,000 

WWW.BLUESHARE.IOWWW.INTERPROMMINING.COM

Natural resources mining exploration & extraction
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THE BLUESHARE.IO P2P DECENTRALIZED 
PROPRIETARY PLATFORM
 
Interprom will provide its own virtual marketplace in order to facilitate better liquidity, full trans-
parency and quick online dividend payout solution to all its security token holders. This will be 
complimented by a parallel listing on at least 3 more regulated marketplaces within the first 6 
months after the completion of the STO.

FUNCTIONALITIES PLANNED FOR 2019 
• Whitelisting: onboarding and pre-approving of investors with respect to KYC/AML 
      regulatory compliance in partnership with selected reputable KYC/AML provider.

•      Linking 300 Million BST tokens to 300 Million Interprom Mining AG equity capital participation 
      shares.

•   Conducting the BST security token offering.

•   Investments are accepted both in fiat and crypto currencies -  Euro, Bitcoin, Ether and Tether

•   P2P and wallet to wallet transfers of Blueshares among all shareholders.

•  Flexible Buy / Sell Announcement bulletin board aggregating the announcements of
      users wishing to exchange Blueshare tokens in a P2P fashion.

•   Live communication channels among users to facilitate private P2P dealmaking.

•   OPTICASH - dividend payout both in fiat and crypto currencies - Euro, Bitcoin, Ether and Tether.

PLANNED LISTINGS ON COMPLIANT BLOCKCHAIN SECURITIES EXCHANGES 
IN 2019 AND 2020
•   Signed MOU in place with Swiss SCX.CH exchange for listing Blueshare in July 2019, when 
      SCX expects to receive its licenses.

•  Planned listing in at least three regulated, licensed and compliant blockchain securities 
     exchanges by the end of 2019.

•  Planned listing in at least six regulated, licensed and compliant blockchain securities 
      exchanges by the end of 2020.

SWISS SCX

SWISS SIX 
DIGITAL

Liechtenstein 
Cryptoassets 

Exchange

LCX

Gibraltar 
Blockchain 
Exchange

GBX



Interprom AG will raise capital via an STO to finance its mining projects and offers in return the 
future income from those.

• Simple two-level corporate and legal structure underlies the Blueshare Issuance.

• Blueshares are the tokenized traditional equity capital participation shares of Interprom Mining AG Switzerland.

• Interprom Mining AG is the majority owner of Interprom EOOD with a 90% stake.

• Interprom Mining AG incorporated in Switzerland & Interprom EOOD incorporated in EU Bulgaria are 
   consolidated into a Group controlled by Interprom Mining AG www.interprommining.com.

Interprom Mining AG Share Capital Structure

150 Million Common Shares
• None are tokenized.        • None are available for purchase.

Note: Until the end of 2023 only Equity Capital Participation Shares will receive dividends!

Note: The Blueshare P2P Proprietary Platform is held by Interprom Mining AG. As a result Common 
Shares & Equity Capital Participation Shares represent ownership rights in both. 

300 Million Equity Capital Participation Shares
• All 300 Million are tokenized with 300 Million BST tokens.
• Up to 80 Million available for purchase in the STO. 
• Up to 6 Million available for STO Investors Incentives.

WWW.BLUESHARE.IOWWW.INTERPROMMINING.COM

4. corporate and legal background

ISIN: CH0464316972

Voting Right: YES

Dividend Right: Yes (from 2024 onwards)

Liquidation Right: YES

Underlying Share Title Right: YES

Issued Prospectus: YES

ISIN: CH0464317038

Voting Right: NO

Dividend Right: YES

Liquidation Right: YES

Underlying Share Title Right: YES

Issued Prospectus: YES
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Voting Right: NO

Dividend Right: YES

Liquidation Right: YES

Underlying Share Title Right: YES

Issued Prospectus: YES

Public Data Room: YES

Regulatory Jurisdiction: Switzerland

Token Name:   BLUESHARE

Token Ticker:   BST

Total BST Generated:   300 Million 

Type:   Ethereum ERC 20 token

Decimals:  none (1 BST token = 1 Equity Capital Participation Share)

Token Categorization:   Security / Equity Token

Blueshare 
Token Generation Parameters one 

BST token 

= 
ONE UNDERLYING 

INTERPROM MINING AG 
Equity CAPITAL 

PARTICIPATION SHARE

WWW.BLUESHARE.IOWWW.INTERPROMMINING.COM

COMPLIANCE:
Interprom Mining AG is regulated and formed under the laws of Switzerland where it has issued 
its Prospectus. The Prospectus is public, and all potential investors can rely on it in their assess-
ment of investment opportunity.

The offering is in compliance with the Swiss Code of Obligations and Swiss financial markets 
regulatory framework. Anti-Money Laundering (AML) and Know Your Customer (KYC) screening 
is obligatory for all participants.

8
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Issuer Interprom Mining AG

Offeror Interprom EOOD

Offering Capital Raising via Security Token Offering

Instrument Capital Participation Security Token

Token / Share ratio 1/1 (1 security token = 1 capital participation share)

Smart contract ERC 20

Dividend right Yes

Liquidation right Yes

Voting right No

Security tokens generated 300,000,000 BST tokens

Security tokens offered up to 80,000,000 BST tokens

Investor incentive tokens up to 6,000,000 additional BST tokens

Offer price EUR 1.60 per BST token

Hard cap EUR 128,000,000

Soft cap No soft cap

Use of funds Entirely for exploration and development of 
mining business

Start date 6 May 2019 (subject to prospectus)

Offering period 90 days from Start Date

Vesting period None for purchased BST tokens. Investors Incentive BST 
tokens are subject to a vesting period until 31 August 2020

Governing Law Swiss law

Available to Both Individuals and Entities

KYC / AML Screening Compulsory for all investors

Listings Post STO Window Expiry on Blueshare.io and 
on Compliant and Regulated Exchanges

Fundraising

5. STO Offering Summary

WWW.BLUESHARE.IOWWW.INTERPROMMINING.COM 9
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€ 128 million

WWW.BLUESHARE.IOWWW.INTERPROMMINING.COM

•  Investments are accepted both in fiat and crypto currencies -  Euro, Bitcoin, Ether and Tether.

• No vesting period for BST purchased and paid for.

• No vesting period for any BST tokens received from the Investors Referral Program.

• Extra BST tokens received from the STO Investors Incentives are subject to a vesting period till 31 August 2020.

• P2P wallet-to-wallet mobility, listing and trading on compliant blockchain securities exchanges only 
   after the STO ends. 

STO Investors Incentives Driven by Time

Sources and Use of Funds

Price 
€ 1.60 

per Blueshare Token

MINIMUM INVESTMENT: 

From BST 200 (€320.00) 
& UP

Receive 

Extra 
BST

Gold Season

+3%
first 50 days

Silver Season 

+2%  

next 30 days

End Season 

+1% 

last 10 days

BUDGETED STAGE A STAGE B

Natural Resources Mining  Exploration € 25 000 000 € 5 000 000 € 20 000 000

Six Aggregates Quarries Turnkey in 2019/20 € 21 000 000 € 21 000 000 -

Central (NW) Copper Landfield Mine Turnkey € 42 000 000 € 42 000 000 -

Southwest (SW) Gold Open Pit Mine € 50 000 000 € 10 000 000 € 40 000 000

(SW) Gold, Silver, Zinc, Lead Underground Mine € 40 000 000 € 10 000 000 € 30 000 000

(SW) Shared Enrichment Plant Open & Underground € 40 000 000 € 18 000 000 € 22 000 000

Working Capital Mining & Exploration € 20 000 000 € 10 000 000 € 10 000 000

Other (Documentation, Legal, IT Development) € 9 000 000 € 3 000 000 € 6 000 000

STO Offering Expenses - Up to 7% of Funds Raised € 9 000 000 € 9 000 000 -

TOTAL € 256 000 000 € 128 000 000
FUNDED BY STO

€ 128 000 000
FUNDED BY OTHER 

SOURCES

€ 256,000,000 
Funded by

€ 128,000,000   
STO + € 128,000,000   

other sources - Bank,
     Leases,
     etc.  

A B
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6. the concept
Objective:
1) Transforming and replacing equity capital participation shares, into tokenized crypto shares while holding the same 

underlying legal rights. 2) Empowering a company share with decentralized freedom of P2P movement, multiple 

stock exchange listings and simplified automated dividend receipt, combined and fused with the blockchain growth 

potential organized into the Blueshare.io P2P proprietary platform. 3) Achieving security, compliance and leading the 

Group into the future.

Mission:
Over the past 23 years Interprom EOOD has been involved in the real-life industry of specialized large-scale industrial 

and infrastructure construction. Since 2015, the founding owner, top management and key professionals of Interprom 

EOOD have invested in Crypto instruments and have amassed hands-on experience in the use and application of 

distributed blockchain-driven and cryptography-enabled solutions. Now Interprom EOOD has decided to fuse to-

gether these two distinct worlds, therefore unleashing two very distinct types of advantages at the same time. In-

terprom aims to bring the real value of non-ferrous and precious metal reserves to the crypto domain and combine 

the freedom, innovation and mobility of the blockchain to the real-life business world, starting with natural resources 

excavation and mining. By doing so Interprom expects to unleash positive value stemming from synergies, better 

management of exposures, uncertainty and risk, and operating under complete transparency, mobility and freedom.

Vision:
Interprom Mining AG intends to fund a pool of natural resources exploration and extraction projects through the sup-

port of the crypto community, by letting its members participate directly and transparently in a future income stream 

and capital gains. The Interprom EOOD sale of security tokens will provide the essential funding that allows Interprom 

EOOD to develop and bring into operation a portfolio of well-defined and thoroughly planned projects for extraction 

of precious and non-ferrous metals and useful aggregates. The core reward to Blueshare token holders is the income 

from dividends, together with the significant potential for capital gains as a result of the business growth, uncertain-

ty resolution with the advancement of projects and unprecedented mobility and liquidity of the crypto instrument 

through its Blueshare.io P2P proprietary platform.

Interprom Mining AG’s other goal with tremendous upside potential is to secure in a pioneering approach for capi-

tal raising on the Blueshare.io proprietary platform that will lay the way forward for other entities that wish to do so 

through the use of distributed blockchain technology.

Blueshares are effectively the 300 million tokenized underlying equity capital participation shares of our Swiss based 

INTERPROM Mining AG, possessing both dividend rights and ownership title. We are the first construction and min-

ing company to offer its shares using the Ethereum blockchain smart contracts, providing 24/7 worldwide access to 

real-world value. The Blueshare pioneering example is expected to profoundly initiate the shift in the composition of 

the token and coin classes available to the Crypto community by bonding the material and the blockchain worlds. 

The whole token acquisition and disposal process is completed in a convenient P2P online fashion over the internet 

utilizing DLT technology. Transparency is guaranteed by the reporting process of a regulated issuer and the use of 

blockchain smart contracts, and algorithmic processes.

The Case for Tokenization:
Early visionaries harvest most of the value arising from technological disruption and innovations. Blockchain technol-

ogy coupled with connectivity and spreading of computing power into all modern production technologies, machin-

ery, and equipment (IoT) pose enormous implications for revolutionizing products, services and industrial processes, 

including the production and delivery of commodities from natural resources. The forthcoming candidates for
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technological advancement of the current technological wave are the legacy of the real sectors of the economy and 

the Financial Services industry, which have been slow to embrace the trend. The Financial Technology (FinTech) com-

panies have challenged the incumbents who rely on legacy systems, notorious for their suffocating regulation, high 

cost, sluggish and opaque onboarding process and inefficient customer service. 

The FinTech companies, now empowered by blockchain technology, continue to make inroads into all domains of 

investment and finance. Tokenization is the process of representing rights to an asset into a digital token on the 

blockchain. There is great interest by financial intermediaries and technologists around the world in figuring out how 

to move real-world assets onto the blockchains in order to gain the advantages of the likes of Bitcoin while keeping 

the important characteristics of the asset. The tokenization of assets is doing the same to the securitization as what 

the advent of the internet has done to communication, collaboration, audio, and video content delivery and paper 

document turnover to name just a few. While securitization converts an illiquid asset or group of assets into financial 

securities, tokenization allows for that security to be traded over a digital medium with unprecedented ease, mobility, 

freedom and cost efficiency. Tokens can either have intrinsic value themselves (like Bitcoin, Ethereum, or other utility 

and currency tokens) or be the digital representation of physical or financial assets. 

The legacy trust depositories and custodian organizations keep centralized digital representation custody of more 

than $120 trillion worth of securities on a global scale, and it is expected that a substantial amount of these assets will 

find their way onto the blockchain via tokenization. Modern investment portfolios consist of shares, bonds, commod-

ity futures, and other securities, but unlike in previous decades when most of these instruments had a physical form, 

rarely assets are physically delivered to their owners today. Ownership rights are handled through central governing 

authorities. As the popularity of decentralized distribution of information and distributed ledger applications per-

vades the general public, people will demand tokenization and decentralized recordkeeping and trading processes.

Initiatives to tokenize real assets into the blockchain are already taking place. Recent industry research shows that the 

market capitalization of many tokenized traditional assets, such as equities, debt, commodities, and real-estate will 

surpass $4 trillion by 2025. The tokenization of real-world assets is expected to further attract investors by reducing 

transaction fees, improving transparency with regards to ownership rights, and ensuring higher liquidity and ease of 

transferability. Although interest in disturbed crypto based technology continues to rise, its proliferation into the real 

economy is yet to come. One of the main reasons for the limited acceptance of the cryptocurrencies as a direct means 

of payment can be attributed to the lack of existing technological infrastructure, regulation and legal framework in 

most jurisdictions around the world.

By setting this introduction to the major technological trends and challenges that accompany any disruption efforts 

of the real and financial industry, this white paper aims to describe the logic for pioneering a security token  offering to 

the public, which will certify through crypto and blockchain technology the title of ownership, accompanying voting 

(in some cases) and income rights and enables transferability and safe-keeping of claims on an income stream in a 

real-world business.

Blockchain technology created an immutable ledger with the potential to transform the private securities market. 

The technology can simplify transfer of ownership, create transparency, reduce administrative burden, and provide 

opportunity for greater liquidity.

With liquidity, investors have the flexibility to sell securities for an efficient market price, increasing marketability and 

unlocking greater potential asset value both for holders and for issuers.

There are many asset categories that can benefit, including real estate assets such as limited partner (LP) interests in 

real estate investment funds, fractional ownership in land/buildings, and private REITs. Liquidity, however, also brings 

significant regulatory challenges to issuers and investors.

WWW.BLUESHARE.IOWWW.INTERPROMMINING.COM12
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Private securities must fall under exemptions with applicable laws to avoid onerous public filing requirements. These  

exemptions can require limiting the number of total investors, only allowing specific types of investors (e.g. accredit-

ed investors), implementing a holding period, and applying many other rules. Restrictions differ by jurisdiction, and 

compliance with both the issuer’s jurisdiction as well as each investor’s jurisdiction is mandated. Furthermore, these 

restrictions apply not only to the initial offering (where much of the responsibility lies on the issuer), but to all second-

ary trades where responsibility is also placed on the seller.

Blueshare implements an open-source standard “R-Token”, described in their white paper “The 
Regulated Token™ (R-Token™) Standard”. https://harbor.com/rtokenwhitepaper.pdf

The main motivation for issuing securities through private placements as opposed to going public via an IPO is the 

relative simplicity, shorter time to market and cost-savings of the private placement process. However, providing sec-

ondary market liquidity of securities often involves various intermediaries (such as brokers and exchanges). In the 

same time, the process for being compliant with regulations is manual, slow and costly, and there is substantial bur-

den on issuers to cater for the potential regulatory risk. The compliance requirements often result in imposing trade 

restrictions, thus rendering securities difficult to trade, liquidate with ease and consequently appreciate to their true 

market value. To the contrary, public securities often command liquid secondary markets and high tradability, as reg-

ular equity-holders can in practice dispose of them freely. The main downside of becoming public is the time, hefty 

paperwork and cost required to undertake an IPO and subsequently maintain a public-company status. The IPO 

process is sophisticated and requires a year and a half for preparation. High costs have to be met not only within the 

offering itself, but also through the life-time of being a public company, including burdensome regulatory and report-

ing requirements. In essence, the cost-effectiveness of public securities is low compared to private securities, but this 

is compensated by the higher liquidity and higher-realization of value potential.

Figure 1: The Case for Tokenisation
Source: R-Token, modified by Blueshare to reflect reduction of costs for public securities.

Public 
Securities

Security
Tokens

Private 
Securities

High

Liquidity

Cost Effectiveness

Low

Low High
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The tokenization of private securities can potentially shift them from the Low Liquidity / High Cost-Effectiveness sec-

tion to the Higher Liquidity / Higher Cost-Effectiveness section, as explicitly shown in the chart above (developed upon 

a foundation from R-token standard white paper). The tokenized private securities can be more easily and effectively 

traded on the secondary markets without the inefficiency of manual compliance with regulations, as all can be coded 

and automated on the blockchain. In essence, private crypto-securities/security tokens can potentially have better 

liquidity while maintaining low associated cost levels.

At the same time the new tokenization technology can make the issue and maintenance of public securities more 

cost-efficient by elimination of gate-keepers and the multiple layers of middlemen thus reducing related costs. By to-

kenizing public securities they can be moved from the High Liquidity / Low Cost-Effectiveness quadrant to the Higher 

Liquidity / Higher Cost-Effectiveness quadrant. Therefore, the tokenization of securities is expected to bring private 

and public securities close together in terms of efficiency and liquidity.

In addition to providing liquidity early in their life-cycle, tokenizing securities and thus effectively making them public 

creates opportunities for greater efficiency. Blockchain enable trading of tokenized securities to occur securely be-

tween two parties without an intermediary or marketplace provided by third party. It is an immutable ledger where 

every transaction can be permissioned to comply with regulation and then automatically recorded. The whole process 

is secure, transparent and open to live or subsequent audit. The timeline for settlement and clearing of transactions 

can also be shortened significantly, and the cross-reconciliation procedures can be substantially simplified. Tokeniz-

ing of financial instruments brings the promise to significantly cut costs, speed-up settlement and reduce associated 

risks and as a result improve access and increase inclusion in the market, which feeds back into greater liquidity.

WWW.BLUESHARE.IOWWW.INTERPROMMINING.COM

7. Problems & Solutions, IPO versus STO
Interprom Mining AG addresses and manages to resolve a number of problems both in the 
crypto and real worlds through the issue of its Blueshare security token. The following table 
summarizes some of the most acute existing problems and their solutions.

Table 1: Real World Problems

PROBLEM SOLUTION

Direct P2P Transfer of Securities 
Impossible

A huge limitation of the disposability of a financial in-
strument limiting number of market participants.

Direct P2P Transfer of Tokenized 
Securities Possible

Enlarging the circle of new market participants and 
reach by offering unlimited transferability and mobility.

Concentration of Risks and 
High Cost of Capital

The mining industry is dominated by large holding 
companies owned by large institutional investors. 
Start-ups in mining are often funded via private equity 
placements. This leads to limitation of diversification 
and ultimately higher costs of funding.

Diversification of 
Risks

Tokenization of shares in mining project companies will 
make them public and provide a cost-effective means 
of diversification of risk and thus lowering the cost 
of early stage capital from a broader range of public 
participants. 
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PROBLEM SOLUTION

Limited Liquidity and Related Discount

Early to medium stage in the life-cycle companies 
without access to public capital markets have limited 
liquidity of their shares and thus experience substan-
tial discount of their value.

Increased Liquidity

Early liquidity can be provided by compliant tokeniza-
tion of equity shares and thus making them tradable 
at early stages of business lifecycle directly between 
peers or on fully regulated and compliant crypto 
blockchain exchanges.

Inefficiency of 
Capital Raising

During early stages gatekeepers and intermediaries 
impose hefty fees. The latter are often prohibitively 
high and thus many opportunities are abandoned.

Elimination of Gatekeepers and 
Intermediaries

The proposed security token offering alternative for 
early capital raising eliminates gatekeepers and ven-
ture capital intermediaries thus saving the prohibitive-
ly high costs of raising capital.

Use of Regulation to Gain Market 
Advantage

Regulation framework requires substantial fixed costs 
and thus enables big intermediaries to gain market 
advantage over security issuers and investors.

Proper Application of 
Regulation

The transparency of distributed blockchain technolo-
gy provides the opportunity to comply with regulation 
without reliance on middlemen and thus eliminate 
their market advantage manifesting in pricing and 
access control.

Gatekeeping of Early-stage Access to 
Capital

The present primary capital market infrastructure 
involves players that act as gatekeepers ultimately 
limiting access to market and charging prohibitively 
high fees. This is value and opportunity lost.

Avoiding Gatekeepers such as VCs and 
High Net Worth Individuals

The freedom and universal access of blockchain as 
means to tap capital markets eliminates gatekeepers 
their costs and access control.

Many Layers of Intermediation Between 
Investors and Issuers

After becoming public, traded companies are depen-
dent on multi-layered network of depositories and 
custodians each one taking their toll.

Direct Link Between Investors with 
Issuers

The direct relation between a company and its inves-
tors provided by security tokens, as well as automated 
application of regulations allows for elimination of 
middlemen, saving of costs and hearing the voice of 
token holders directly.

Early Stage Value Growth Reserved for a 
Few

The legacy set up allows for companies to become 
public only far later in their lifecycle thus reserving 
their potential value growth for a tight pack of private-
ly participating venture capitalists and high net worth 
individuals.

Shares Value Growth With Wider 
Public

Tokenization of securities in a compliant and regulat-
ed way provides for becoming public much earlier in 
the opportunity lifecycle thus yielding access to the 
wide public and giving it to participate in the whole 
process of value creation from the very start of an 
investment opportunity.
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Table 2: Crypto World Problems

PROBLEM SOLUTION

Vaguely Defined Benefit

Most traded coins or tokens are with unclear benefits 
and often opaque business models whose primary 
goal is to evade regulation by disguising investments.

Clear Sources of Income

Blueshare is clearly stated as a security token rep-
resenting equity in a company with clear business 
models in construction and mining.

Difficult to Estimate Utility

The utility of presently traded token does significant-
ly depend on the number of participants and their 
eagerness to collaborate and trade which is difficult to 
estimate

Well-defined Value Drivers 

The value of a security token derives from the expect-
ed profits of real-life businesses providing value for 
their customers. Sales and operating profits are the 
ultimate value drivers.

Tremendous Volatility

Lack of clarity in the business model, the value drivers 
and benefits result in high volatility of existing tokens. 
Perceptions play a great part in this uncertainty.

Tamed Uncertainty

Sales and profits being the ultimate value drivers can 
be ascertained in financial reporting and thus rational 
expectations can be formed resulting in lesser volatili-
ty of security tokens.

Unclear legal status

Most of the traded tokens are with unclear legal status 
and pending legislation may severely affect their 
liquidity and value.

Clear legal status with regulatory and 
legal protection

Prior to the offering Blueshare will have issued a pub-
lic prospectus and complied with regulatory require-
ments

8. Reasons For Using STO as Means to Raise Capital
What is Tokenization?
Tokenization is the process of uniquely representing rights over an asset by a token that can be 
directly P2P swapped, traded and stored on a blockchain system.

Tokenization simply maps the value of an asset, tangible or intangible, into a token that can be 
handled on a blockchain achieving unprecedented transparency, mobility, freedom and conve-
nience for disposal.

What Can Be Tokenized?
•   Assets owned by individuals, entities or institutions
•   Equity in businesses or undertakings
•   Rights in Investment vehicles
•   Rights over Real estate assets
•   Rights over Works of art
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Why Tokenize?
Value and ownership can be subdivided, tradable 24/7 and accessible globally. Tokenization will 
strengthen fair markets functioning whilst preserving the benefits of regulation and increasing 
direct access to (a) capital and (b) opportunities. The power is transferred back into the hands of 
the owners where it belongs.

The Blueshare Case
A securities token offering such as the sale of Blueshare tokens, is a securities offering in every 
other aspect except for the technology used to prove factually the ownership of a share. There-
fore, the Blueshare token is a digital financial instrument and thus bears all the regulation and 
compliance that an equivalent legacy share has.

The figure above demonstrates the lifecycle of a typical company. In general, an Initial Public Offering (IPO) or Sec-
ondary Public Offering (SPO) usually happens at the mature stages of a company. The Blueshare security token allows 
Interprom Mining AG to become accessible to the large public much sooner in the developments of its new project 
pipeline, thus making it possible to:

 1.  Raise the required funds for its projects from the general public;
 2.  Avoid dependence on the often highly-demanding requirements of venture capitalists;
 3.  Allow the general public to participate in the value creation through resolution of uncertainty surrounding any 
        mining operation;
 4.  Provide peer-to-peer trading and thus liquidity of Blueshare without intermediation and also listing on 
        regulated and compliant crypto exchanges.

In addition, the participating shareholders will benefit from the unprecedented mobility, early liquidity, and transpar-
ency from the technology of blockchain. This will allow transparency of value, and bring shareholders close to the cash 
flows of Interprom Mining AG.

Interprom Mining AG will have single, global access to capital which will also be regulated and compliant in the re-

spective territories and jurisdictions.

Blueshare STO is Offering Earlier Access to Opportunity

Start-up 
Value

Time

ISTO IpO

Reserved for Gatekeepers Controlled by Middlemen

WWW.BLUESHARE.IOWWW.INTERPROMMINING.COM

Value and Control back to People
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The Merits  
of Tokenization

WWW.BLUESHARE.IOWWW.INTERPROMMINING.COM

automation 
Services of intermediaries 

can be eliminated through 

automation on the block-

chain.

Cost Effective
Expensive middlemen ser-

vices become redundant 

and associated costs can 

be saved. 

Less 

Intermediaries
Blockchain smart contract 

technology could poten-

tially reduce the need for 

trusted custodians and 

intermediaries.

Immutable
Once data has been 

documented on a block-

chain, changes cannot be 

made.

Inclusive
Global reach and access 

will vastly increase the 

number of market 

participants.

Liquidity
The ability to tokenize 

tangible assets improves 

mobility, liquidity and 

depth of markets.

Transparent
The tokenization of secu-

rities makes governance, 

control and ownership 

direct, transparent and 

reliable.

Speed
Tokenization enables P2P 

transfer of ownership in 

seconds, 24 / 7 / 365.
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9. Roadmap of STO
    and Blueshare.io Platform
The Blueshare roadmap is based on its full cycle of preparation, development, imple-
mentation and marketing. The project schedule is an estimate and may vary, depend-
ing on various factors:

Table 1: Indicative Blueshare Project Execution Time Schedule 

BLUESHARE INCEPTION
The Challenge
Transforming & replacing company paper shares, into tokenized crypto shares while holding the 
same underlying legal rights. Empowering a company share with decentralized freedom of P2P 
movement, multiple stock exchange listings and simplified automated dividend receipt, com-
bined and fused with the blockchain growth potential.

Q1
2018

TEAM & JURISDICTION
Switzerland
Overall set up and core team assembling - planning, defining strategy, highlighting regulatory 
challenges and reliable jurisdictions comparisons. Switzerland will become Blueshares’ place of 
birth. 

Q2
2018

BLUESHARE WORLDWIDE ROADSHOW 
PRESENTATIONS 
November & December 2018
Malta Blockchain Summit, Blockchain Life St. Petersburg, World Blockchain Summit Amsterdam, 
Blockchain & Crypto Conference KL, Blockbali Summit Bali, Blockchain Summit Dubai, Blockchain 
Expo North America California, Blockshow Asia Singapore, Cryptoblockcon Las Vegas.

11&12
2018

STO & LEGAL PREPARATION
Corporate & Security Token Offering Preparation Appointments:
MME - legal representation Switzerland; 
RSM - No.6 Auditors worldwide
CMS - legal due diligence.
Bureau Veritas - verifications & certification

Documentation:
Drafting Swiss FINMA & SIX Compliant Prospectus
Drafting EU 809 Prospectus
Drafting Swiss tax ruling statements
Drafting Whitepaper & Terms & Conditions.

Q3&Q4
2018



SMART CONTRACT AUDIT & ANTIHACKING 3RD 
PARTY TESTING CERTIFICATIONS
Issue of Swiss Prospectus 
• Blueshare token smart contract auditing and DAP security penetration testing of the Blueshare 
   P2P platform.
• Hosho, antiHack and New Alchemy are among the independent companies considered to per -
   form them.
• Issue of Prospectus for public offering in Switzerland, meeting Swiss regulatory authorities re-
   quirements.
• Choice of Jurisdiction and initiation of EU Passported Prospectus.
• Blueshare roadshows continue.

Q1
2019

GENERATION OF 300,000,000 BLUESHARE 
SECURITY TOKENS 
Blueshare Security Tokens - BST 
• 300 Million Blueshare security tokens generation, each one backed by respectively one of the 
   300 Million capital participation non-voting shares of Interprom Mining AG.
• 80 Million Blueshare security tokens will be offered to the general public in the STO.
• Capital raise hard cap of EUR 128 Million.

Q1
2019

THE STO OFFERING 
Security Token Offering - STO 
• STO online offering platform made available to the individuals & entities.
• KYC & AML platform opens in partnership with selected reputable AML / KYC provider, fully 
   compliant with Swiss & European 
   regulatory requirements.
• Up to 3 offering rounds, within a period of 90 days.
• No cap limits! Next rounds are conditional and subject to remaining unsold availability from 
   previous rounds.
• Data room with Prospectus, Whitepaper and STO documentation.
• Investments are accepted both in fiat and selected crypto currencies.

Q2
2019

ACTIVATION OF BLUESHARE P2P MOBILITY & 
BLUESHARE.IO PROPRIOTARY DECENTRALIZED 
PLATFORM  
Services “A” 
• Registration and whitelisting of new users and investors.
• P2P and wallet to wallet transfers of Blueshares enabled among all users and shareholders.
• Buy / Sell announcements bulletin board & search filters.
• Live communication channels among all users and investors to facilitate P2P deal making.

MID 06
2019



LISTING ON AT LEAST ONE SECURITIES EXCHANGE
SCX, SIX DIGITAL, LCX,  Gibraltar Blockchain Exchange, etc. 
• Signed MOU in place with Swiss SCX.CH exchange for listing Blueshare in August  2019, when 
   SCX expect to receive their licenses.
• Planed listing in at least three regulated, licensed and compliant blockchain securities 
   exchanges by the end of 2019.
• Planed listing in at least six regulated, licensed and compliant blockchain securities 
   exchanges by the end of 2020.
• All major crypto exchanges today are expected to acquire licensing for trading with securities 
   and shares. It is expected that by the end of 2020 most developed countries will have at least one 
   blockchain crypto exchange licensed to trade in asset, security, and equity tokenized instruments. 

Q3
2019

OPTICASH DIVIDEND PAY SERVICE
P2P Platform Services “B” 
• The launch of the Opticash dividend and revenue pay-out functionality as a core part of the Blue
   share proposition.
• Opticash will allow for dividend payout both in fiat and crypto currencies - Euro, Bitcoin, Ether 
   and Tether. 

Q4
2019

BLUECHIP UTILITY TOKEN TGE 
P2P Platform Services “C” 
• Bluechip utility token generation event.
• Blueshare token holders will receive free Bluechip tokens at a ratio of 1:1.
• Bluechip utility tokens will be the blodstreem to the additional services offered by the Blueshare.io 
   Decentralized P2P Proprietary Platform.
• Access to smart contract interface for P2P decentralized swap of Blueshare tokens.
• The Launch of fully functional service for P2P smart contract sell/buy announcement bulletin 
   board &  decentralized escrow share swaps for the Blueshare tokens.
• Services will only be activated and made available after relevant Swiss regulatory authorities 
   rulings and licensing required secured.

Q1
2020

FIRST BLUESHARE DIVIDEND PAY OUT  
Dividend Payout 
• First Dividends payout executed on the Blueshare.io platform to all Blueshare holders.
• Minimum planned payout supported currency choices:
   Fiat (Euro) and selected crypto currencies.

Q1
2021

END-TO-END COMPLIANT TOKENIZATION OF OTH-
ER COMPANIES TRADITIONAL ASSETS & SECURITIES
P2P Platform Services “D”
• Securities tokenization issuance and generation.
• Compliant primary and secondary STO functionalities.
• Subsequent decentralized P2P mobility and liquidity.
• Multicurrency and multi payment methods in fiat and crypto.
• Opticash dividend and revenue payout portal as service to other companies’ tokenized securities. 
• Global whitelisting portal. 
• Tokens fit for regulated exchanges.
• Services will only be activated and made available after the relevant regulatory authorities rulings 
   and licensing required secured.

Q1-Q4
2020



The Blueshare.io Platform
Interprom Mining AG is in the process of designing and developing the Blueshare.io platform 
which will facilitate the initial issue of the Blueshare token, its subsequent direct peer-to-peer 
transfer (without intermediation on behalf of Interprom Mining AG) and dividend payout. A 
very important feature of the platform is that it will provide a closed ecosystem that will al-
low Interprom Mining AG to meet the regulatory requirements accompanying any publicly 
issued financial instrument. Hence any individuals or entities wishing to invest or trade in Blue-
share will have to become pre-approved (“whitelisted”) following strict Know-You-Client (KYC), 
Anti-Money-Laundering (AML), and Investor Protection requirements and become members of 
the platform. The platform as designed for its first stage will not provide any automated match-
ing,  but merely a means for approving individuals or entities to become eligible for acquiring 
Blueshare tokens, P2P mobility and communication and receive subsequently dividends.

Mission
Blueshare.io aims to bring innovation in the funding of and liquidity to investment opportuni-
ties. Tokenization of securities will revolutionize the way capital markets operate. Blockchain 
technology will redefine legacy processes in primary fundraising and secondary market trad-
ing and thus disrupt a securities market worth trillions of dollars. The ownership and value of 
any asset class can be mapped into tokens and uniquely represented by them. Blueshare.io is 
on the cutting edge of a new standard for issuers, investors and secondary market participants, 
in which value and ownership can be traded 24/7 and accessed globally.

Blueshare.io provides:
 

 Fully Compliant Tokenization

 End-to-end Design and Issuance

 Ubiquitous Subsequent Mobility

BUILT UPON THE CONCEPT OF DECENTRALIZATION AND P2P 
CONSENSUS CREATING A NEW ERA OF TRUST, OPENNESS AND 
GLOBAL ACCEPTANCE.

10. THE BLUESHARE.IO Decentralized P2P M 
        Proprietary Platform
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Objective
The Blueshare.io P2P Proprietary platformed is 100% owned by Interprom Mining AG and rep-
resents an opportunity for significant growth. Blueshare tokens holders are also shareholders 
in the Blueshare.io decentralized P2P proprietary platform. Once the concept of Blueshare STO 
is proven, its use case will be made available to other companies wishing to raise funds through 
STO and provide direct tokenized access to their business.

The Blueshare.io proprietary platform will perform an end-to-end tokenization service of tra-
ditional assets and securities. Services will only be activated and made available after relevant 
Swiss regulatory authorities rulings and licensing required have been secured.

 Securities tokenization issuance and generation

 Compliant primary and secondary STO functionalities

 Subsequent decentralized P2P mobility and liquidity

 Multi-currency and multi-payment methods in fiat and crypto

 Opticash dividend and revenue payout portal as service to other companies’ 

 tokenized securities

 Global whitelisting portal

 Tokens fit for regulated exchanges

• Whitelisting: onboarding and pre-approving of inves-
tors with respect to KYC/AML regulatory compliance.

• Linking 300 Million BST tokens to 300 Million Inter-
prom Mining AG capital participation paper shares.

• Investments accepted in Fiat & in Crypto.

• Announcement board aggregating the announce-
ments of parties wishing to buy/sell in a P2P fashion 
their securities.

• Flexible Buy / Sell announcements bulletin board 
listings.

• Private P2P deal making through live communica-
tion channels.

• OPTICASH - dividend payout in Fiat ( EUR) & in se-
lected crypto currencies.

functionalities
Available by

end of 2019

• Planned Bluechip utility token generation.

• BST holders will receive free Bluechip utility tokens 
at a ratio 1:1.

• BLUECHIP token – the bloodstream of P2P decen-
tralized swaps, transfers and trades of various secu-
rity tokens.

• Fully functional P2P private buy/sell bulletin board 
and decentralized escrow security token trades and 
swaps, without any intermediaries.

• Primary and secondary STO services made avail-
able to other entities, as a core part of the Blueshare.io 
proposition.  Qualifying companies will be empow-
ered to offer and sell their equity shares or raise debt 
funding, linking their real-life underlying securities 
to their dedicated company tokens.

• Opticash: organize the payout of dividend income in 
accordance with the terms of the respective tokenized 
security and preferences of the token – holders.

functionalities
Available

in 2019
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The Blueshare.io platform will be completely decentralized and will not hold assets, currency or 
other digital property on behalf of clients.

Whilst, wallets and their holders will be preapproved, they and their contents (tokenized securi-
ties and crypto-currencies) will remain the property and in possession of their respective holders.

Organized in this way, the platform will not be itself a source of credit risk, liquidity risk or any 
other type of counterparty risk.

Delivery of tokenized securities against payment in crypto currency or fiat will not be adminis-
tered by the platform owners but guaranteed by the automatic mechanism coded in the avail-
able smart contracts applied.

Bluechip Utility Token
The platform token is the bloodstream of P2P decentralized trading and swaps of various securi-
ty tokens. The TGE of the Bluechip is planned for Q4 2019/Q1 2020. The platform’s Bluechip token 
will be used to gain access to the various services provided by the Blueshar.io P2P proprietary 
platform. Bluechip is the utility token that will power the platform’s multitude of functionalities, 
serving as the medium of P2P exchange and interaction.

Connecting quality token buyers and issuers
through a trusted token sale platform

token issuers
Issue your tokens to a large pool 

of AML / KYC cleared buyers

token buyers
Contribute to vetted token sales
with your whitelisted accounts

Membership Potential 
Discounts

Custom Voting Bulletin board

Blockchain 
Innovation

Listing and 
Members

Secure and
Trusted

Dividend
Payout
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11. Corporate Profile of Interprom
Interprom Business Description
Since 1996 Interprom EOOD has been a leading South East European construction business, that utilizes frontier 

above- and under-ground construction technologies to provide best of class product. Interprom effectively and effi-

ciently executes large scale industrial and infrastructure projects. The Company is a regional market leader in com-

plex construction procurement such as the construction of Sofia Metro Subway, municipal water supply and sewer 

infrastructure, water treatment facilities, road works etc. Interprom’s competitive advantage is deeply rooted in its 

business know-how, that has been developed in more than 20 years of experience resulting in an efficient business 

model, cutting-edge technology solutions, and visionary management. The constant drive for innovation is woven 

into the company’s culture and is the main reason behind its long-term success. Interprom has been identifying and 

successfully solving inefficiencies in construction industry by creating innovative and convenient execution solutions 

that have enabled it to successfully compete on value for money terms. Interprom EOOD presently employs around 

100 core engineering, construction execution, management and administrative personnel. Depending on the scale of 

the construction procurement assignments its total number of employees may expand many times as has been the 

case in the past.

Interprom Mining AG, incorporated in Switzerland is a newly registered entity as of 2018. It is the majority owner of 

Interprom EOOD with a 90% stake.  Both companies are consolidated into a Group controlled by Interprom Mining AG. 

Its future business will be conducted either directly or through its 90% holding of Interprom EOOD.

Interprom To Date and Present Activities
The core competencies of Interprom Group have been so far in underground and open field construction works.  

Built around an array of core competences, where Interprom EOOD is a leading supplier for a variety of construction 

themes and customers, the Group has been successful in using its skills, technology and knowledge to identify and 

develop new opportunities, new approaches in construction and building methodology and technologies that pro-

vide it with competitive edge both in delivery time and costeffectiveness aspects.

Figure 3: Interprom EOOD Development Milestones

1996 - Interprom 
EOOD was estab-
lished as a family 
business

2004 - 14 year coop-
eration with Military 
Medical Academy 
for construction 
and maintenance of 
Hospitals

2013 - Start of engi-
neering and con-
struction of water 
treatment facilities 
throughout Bulgaria, 
affecting 210 000 
people

2015 - Start of assign-
ments for Sofia met-
ropolitan expansion 
projects 
- line3; 
- 3 stations; 
- 2.4 km tunneling

2017 - Continuation 
of involvement for 
Sofia underground 
expansion project
- line3;
- 2 stations;
- 2.34 km tunneling

2009 - Start of 
longlasting social 
engagement for 
construction and 
repair of educational 
facilities

2013 - Start of explo-
ration for prospec-
tive mining projects 
for natural resources 
including gold, silver, 
copper, lead and zinc

2016 - Initiation of 
exploration conces-
sions for 6 quarries 
with 16 more oppor-
tunities considered

“We cannot forsee and manage uncertainty, but rather our exposure to it!“ - K. Teodosiev, CEO of Interprom EOOD.
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Since 2015 Interprom EOOD has been applying for exploration concessions and has performed 
exploration for a number of minerals which so far has resulted in projects for the potential 
future mining of:

     •  Construction Aggregates located in six quarries

     •  Precious Metals located in one site and

     •  Precious metals and base metals located in another site

The total number of presently existing site with exploration concessions that are completed, 
ongoing or pending transformation into commercial production rights number 8 separate 
projects.

Interprom EOOD so far has been focusing on the following construction market segments:

    •  Water Treatment Facilities      •  Water Supply and Sewer Infrastructure
    •  Public Facilities and Buildings      •  Underground Construction Works
    •  Road Works

Presently the Company has over EUR 110 Million ongoing projects and over EUR 400 Million 
worth of EU public procurement construction tenders participations planned for 2019.

Note:  Detailed information regarding all Mining Projects is Provided 
in Appendix A.

US$ 2.3 Billion
Estimated value of minable GOLD reserves

US$ 2.0 Billion
Estimated value of minable silver, copper, 
lead, zinc, antimony and construction 
aggregates.

Natural resources mining exploration & extraction

Construction

Interprom EOOD also possesses licenses for electricity trading which it uses on a limited scale 
and revenue from this business line represent a small fraction of its revenues.

Electricity Trading
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Interprom Strategy
The Group is an established and profitable construction business, with leading foothold in selected niche 
markets and with a reputation for high-quality, timely and within budget delivery. The company’s policies 
so far have been:

New Business Development
Business positioning
Interprom EOOD and Interprom Mining AG aim to develop predominantly as a natural resources business. 
This is possible through Interprom’s large scale construction expertise which will be used to build upon 
and scale up the required company resources in mining. 

Opportunities development
In addition to the existing exploration concession Interprom Mining aims to acquire additional exploration 
rights from the Governments of Bulgaria, Macedonia, Kosovo and Serbia. This will provide steady oppor-
tunities flow for future development and growth in the area of natural resources.

The Company has recently leveraged its experience, expertise and management skills into the area of 
natural resources extraction business. The present strategy of Interprom is to increase gradually the share 
of exploration and mining of natural resources activity within its portfolio of businesses. Since 2015 Inter-
prom EOOD has undertaken a number of initiatives in applying for natural resources exploration conces-
sions within the territory of Bulgaria. The company has also acquired legacy knowledge and data base as 
well as hired outstanding professionals in the mining industry. Interprom has applied for eight exploration 
concessions and has obtained them from the Government. Due to its prior acquired knowledge under-
pinning its selection approach all of these projects are expected to prove productive as already evidenced 
by the six construction aggregate quarries applied for.

Following the successful conclusion of a major review programme, Interprom has decided to focus on 
growth in addition maintaining existing construction markets.

The key elements of the Interprom’s future strategy are:

 100% organic growth 

 minimum unjustified risk-taking and 

 retention of maximum agility and flexibility in order to maintain minimum 

 negative exposure to uncertainty

 Sustain Established Construction Markets

 Expand into Future Natural Resources Markets
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Key competences across business lines
Interprom has most of the required essential company resources and the table below provides 
the reasoning.

Potential Forthcoming Mining Exploration RightsExisting Mining Exploration Rights

Table 2: Cross-competences

Competence Construction Natural Resources

Design

Engineering

Construction Execution

Planning

Equipment

Infrastructure

Underground Planning

Underground Execution

Water Treatment

Potential Forthcoming 
Mining Exploration Rights

Existing Mining 
Exploration Rights
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Brands used by Interprom Mining AG
All the present business lines are operated under the “Interprom” brand. The forthcoming mining activi-
ties will be operated under the “Interprom Mining” brand. The Group is presently establishing the “Blue-
share” and “Blueshare.io” brands for the purpose of the present transaction of raising capital through the 
offering of capital participation shares through tokens on the blockchain. As the technique and method 
used is pioneering and innovative the Group management believes that establishing a new dedicated 
brand for the security token instrument and the platform used, is a way to denote and clearly demon-
strate the value derived from Blueshare.io P2P Proprietary  Platform.

Key Clients and Credentials
Interprom EOOD has an impressive list of high-profile clients and stellar track record of completed proj-
ects. Interprom takes pride in having some key names amongst its client list. Most of them are repeated 
and loyal clients, an evidence for the company’s high-standard performance. Key clients of Interprom 
EOOD include the Sofia Municipality, the Bulgarian Military Medical Academy, The National Roads Infra-
structure Agency and The Sofia Underground Metropolitan Rail (the Metro).

Figure 5: Key Clients

Figure 4: Brands and Logos Used 
by Interprom and Interprom Mining
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Past Projects
Interprom has successfully executed the turn-key construction works on the Sofia metropolitan expan-
sion project-line 1, stage III, lot 2 which consisted of 1 metro station turn-key completion and 1.55 km 
tunneling and installation of all involved rail-works and accompanying infrastructure. The successful com-
pletion of this project has enabled the company to successfully participate for further assignments from 
Sofia Metropolitan Underground Railways.

Figure 6: Some Examples of Works Completed by Interprom in Pictures

Interprom’s list of completed projects is extensive. Some of the emblematic projects of the company are listed below.

• 2004 – 2005: Maintenance and construction for the Military Medical Academy’s branches in Hisar and 
   Sofia, including: water treatment, spa pools and construction, delivery and installation of equipment in 
   departments such as gastroenterology, hepatology, pulmonology and hematology.
• 2006: Monolith AD - terrain leveling, excavation and earth-mass movement 
• 2007: Kindergarten, school sports facilities and elderly nursing home construction

• 2008:  National revenue agency (NRA) office repair and reconstruction

• 2008:  Electricity system operator (ESO) construction

• 2010:   Municipal schools and kindergartens - repairs and construction

• 2013:    Engineering and Construction of three WWTPs serving more than 24 000 people

• 2014:    Engineering, construction and modernisation of three WWTPs serving more than 74 000 people

• 2015:   Sofia metropolitan expansion project-line 3 (consisting of 3 stations, 2.4 km tunneling)

• 2016:   Road repairs and construction in Sofia and the surrounding regions

• 2017:   Intermediate Stages in Sofia Underground Assignments (ongoing project)

• 2018:   Intermediate Stages in Sofia Underground Assignments (ongoing project)
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EUR +100 Million of Ongoing Projects
Large scale construction is a core competence of Interprom. This knowledge base is directly transferable 
into mining of natural resources. The present underground involvements include:

 Sofia metropolitan expansion project - Line 3

 Section as from 9th km to 6.56th  km, amounting to 2.44km tunneling with construction of 3 
  metro stations involved

 Section as from 11.94th km to 14.28th km, or 2.34 km of tunnelling with 2 metro stations involved

The current order book of Interprom 
is provided in the table below.

Interprom is known for 
100% delivery on time 
and always within budget.
Figure 7: EUR +100 Million 
Ongoing Projects in Pictures

Table 3: Ongoing projects 
in construction line of business.

Scheduled 
Delivery

Type Description Gross Value

Q4 2019

UNDERGROUND SUBWAY 
METRO - construction contract,

3rd line, Stage II
(Turnkey)

Start date: Q1-2017; 
Contract value: €41,400,838

Turnkey construction of 2.34 km urban metro 
railway and tunneling including 2  metro sta-

tions in the capital city of Sofia.

€41,400,838

Q4 2019

UNDERGROUND SUBWAY 
METRO - construction contract 

3rd line, Stage I
(Turnkey)

Start date: Q3-2015; Contract value: €48,007,751
Turnkey construction of 2.44 km urban CBD 
metro railway & tunneling including 3 under-

ground metro stations in the capital city of 
Sofia.

€48,007,751

Q1 2019
WASTEWATER TREATMENT 

PLANT
(Turnkey)

Start date: Q2-2014; 
Contract value: €12,562,442

Turnkey construction of urban wastewater 
treatment & purification plant in the vicinity of 

Asenovgrad catering for 55,000 people.

€12,562,442 

Q2 2019
ROAD - construction contract

(Turnkey)

Start date: Q2-2016; 
Contract value: € 6,476,535

Turnkey reconstruction of 21 km 
complex Buchino Mountain Pass 

road in the vicinity of Sofia.

€6,476,535
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Future Order Book
Construction
The future order book of the Interprom depends largely on participation in government-tendered projects for 
Sofia underground construction, wastewater treatment facilities, water supply and sewerage systems as 
well as road construction. The company also has rich experience in construction of public buildings as well 
as public amenities such as parks, sport playgrounds and other municipal infrastructure. This provides In-
terprom with competitive edge over competition as having experience is a major pre-condition for public 
procurement participation.

Table 4: EUR +400 Million 2019  Tender Participation

Time Type Description Gross Value

Q1 to Q4 
2019

Underground Metro 3 Lots 
Construction Contract
(Tender Participation 1)

Execution timeline: ~ 4 years; Turnkey 
construction of 3 lots (D, E & F) of 

underground metro subway ~ 8 km of 
tunnelling and 8 metro stations in the 

capital city of Sofia.

€150,000,000 

Q1 to Q4 
2019

Road Construction Contract
(Tender Participation 2)

Execution timeline: ~ 3 years; Two lots 
of turnkey complex mountain pass 
construction roadworks including 3 

mountain tunnels between 
Botevgrad and Mezdra.

€153,000,000

Q1 to Q4 
2019

Wastewater Treatment 
Plant (Tender Participation 3)

Execution timeline ~ 3 years; Turnkey 
construction in the vicinity of Plovdiv. €30,000,000 

Q1 to Q4 
2019

Micro Hydro-energy Power 
Generation Station

(Tender Participation 4)

Execution timeline ~ 2 years; Turnkey 
construction in the vicinity of 

Mihalkovo.
 €10,000,000

Q1 to Q4 
2019

Road Construction Contract
(Tender Participation 5)

Execution timeline: ~ 2 years; Turnkey 
major reconstruction of ~ 23 km of 

road in the vicinity of Vidin.
 €10,200,000

Q1 to Q4 
2019

Road Construction Contract
(Tender Participation 6)

Execution timeline ~ 2 years; Turnkey 
construction in the vicinity of 

Mihalkovo.
 €7,300,000 

Q1 to Q4 
2019

Road Construction Contract
(Tender Participation 7)

Execution timeline: ~ 2.5 years; 
Contract value: EUR 9,750,000

Turnkey major reconstruction of ~28 
km of road in the vicinity of Vratsa.

€9,750,000

Q1 to Q4 
2019

Road Construction Contract
(Tender Participation 8)

Execution timeline: ~ 2 years; Turnkey 
major reconstruction of ~ 26 km of 

road in the vicinity of Montana.
 €8,400,000
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The order book of Interprom EOOD is dynamic. New entries are being constantly added almost on a 
weekly basis and some of the existing may be abandoned for various reasons such as release of capacity 
for more lucrative opportunities.
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Time Type Description Gross Value

Q1 to Q4 
2019

Urban Underground Water 
Supply System Network
(Tender Participation 9)

Execution timeline ~ 2 years; Turnkey 
construction in Ugachin.  €5,100,000

Q1 to Q4 
2019

Wastewater Treatment Plant
(Tender Participation 10)

Execution timeline ~ 2 years; 
Turnkey construction in the vicinity 

of Ugachin.
€3,200,000 

Q1 to Q4 
2019

Underground Water Supply 
System Network  

(Tender Participation 11)

Execution timeline ~ 2 years; Turn-
key construction in the region of 

Kamenuca River.
€2,300,000 

Q1 to Q4 
2019

Wastewater Treatment Plant 
(Tender Participation 12)

Execution timeline ~ 2 years; Turnkey 
construction in the vicinity of Elhovo  €3,300,000

Q1 to Q4 
2019

Road Construction Contract
(Tender Participation 13)

Execution timeline: ~ 2 years; 
Turnekey major reconstruction of 
~ 23 km of road in the vicinity of 

Pazardzhic.

 €8,000,000 

Q1 to Q4 
2019

Road Construction Contract
(Tender Participation 14)

Execution timeline: ~ 2 years; 
Turnekey major reconstruction of 
~ 25 km of road in the vicinity of 

Kyustendil.

€9,600,000 

Q1 to Q4 
2019

Road Construction Contract
(Tender Participation 15)

Execution timeline: ~ 2 years; 
Turnekey major reconstruction of 
~ 23 km of road in the vicinity of 

Yana Station.

 €8,900,000 

Q1 to Q4 
2019

Road Construction Contract
(Tender Participation 16)

Execution timeline: ~ 2 years; 
Turnekey major reconstruction of ~ 12 

km of mountain road in the vicinity 
of Melnik.

€3,800,000 

Q1 to Q4 
2019

Road Construction Contract
(Tender Participation 17)

Execution timeline: ~ 2 years; 
Contract value: EUR 4,800,000

Turnekey major reconstruction of ~ 16 
km of road in the vicinity of Klisura.

 €4,800,000

Q1 to Q4 
2019

Road Construction Contract
(Tender Participation 18)

Execution timeline: ~ 2 years; 
Turnekey major reconstruction of ~ 15 

km of road in the vicinity of Klisura.
€6,650,000

Total Indicative Value of The Future Order Book: €434,300,000
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Natural Resources
Interprom has a substantial pipeline of construction aggregates, precious metals and non-ferrous pre-
cious metals mining projects. The particular projects are at different stages of development and distance 
from fruition.

Summary Financial Information of Interprom EOOD
Since the business of Interprom EOOD has been entirely in construction, the reported figures bear all 
characteristics of a typical construction company. The figures, however, reflect the exploration efforts and 
expenses for the six quarries and the Petrovo site as described below.

Interprom EOOD consolidated annual financial statements compiled by RSM BG EOOD according to In-
ternational Standard on Related Services (ISRS 4410) are enclosed below. As the business involves public 
tender projects, Interprom EOOD  itself has registered subsidiaries for certain projects and separate busi-
ness lines, such as energy trading and construction assignment consortiums etc. Therefore, Interprom 
EOOD has consolidated annual reports.

Table 5: Time Schedule of Existing Exploration Concessions of Natural Resources and Mining 

Note: Detailed information regarding all Mining Projects is Provided in Appendix A.

Q3 Q4 Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4 Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4 Q1

1 1 2 1 1

Engineering & 
Technological 

assessment

Planning 
Permit

Construction
Permit

Start of 
Construction

Start of 
Operations

Operations
Concession

Planning
Permit

Construction
Permit

Start of 
Construction

Start of 
Operations

Operations
Concession

Planning
Permit

Construction
Permit

Start of 
Construction

Start of 
Operations

PRIPEK
Open cut

MECHA 
DUPKA
Open cut

PLAVILO
Open cut

SARNITSA
Underground 

mine

BOZHDERITSA
Underground 

mine

KRASTOV DOL
Underground 

mine

SAMAR
Underground 

mine

PETROVA 
REKA

Underground 
mine

Six Aggregate Quarry 
Start of Operations 

Underground Mining 
Operations (Petrovo)

Copper Landfill Reprocessing 
Operations

Open-cut Mining Operations 
(Petrovo)

Pipeline of future Expansion 
Mining Opportunities

2019 2020 2021 2022
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Consolidated Income Statement of Interprom EOOD

CHF’ 000 2017 2018

    Revenue 24.148 14.970

    Other income 629 1.333

TOTAL REVENUES 24.777 16.303

    Change in inventory balance 107 2.256

    Cost of goods sold (5.856) (353)

    Materials (7.131) (2.631)

    Services (6.844) (10.979)

    Personnel (3.453) (3.751)

    Impairment of receivables - 223

    Other expenses (592) (166)

TOTAL OPERATING EXPENESE, 
excl. D&A

(23.769) (15.401)

EBITDA 1.008 902

    EBITDA Margin 4.1% 5.5%

    D&A (382) (369)

EBIT 626 533

    EBIT Margin 2.5% 3.3%

    Finance cost 85 62

    Finance income (181) (208)

EBT 530 387

    Income tax expenses (63) (46)

Net profit (loss) 467 341

    Netprofit Margin 1.9% 2.1%

    Other comprehensive income, 
    net of tax

- 1.511

Total comprehensive income 467 1.852
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Consolidated Balance Sheet Statement of Interprom EOOD

CHF’ 000 2017 2018

ASSETS 
Current Assets

    Cash & cash equivalents 978 37

    Trade & other receivables 8.065 4.315

    Construction cost 980 3.134

    Inventories 877 687

    Financial assets - 993

Total Current Assets 10.900 9.166

Non-current Assets

    Receivables from granted loans 1.079 3.158

    Investments in associated entities 7 9

    Investment properties 3.875 6.513

    Property, plant and equipment 1.533 975

    Exploration and evaluation 537 672

    Intangible assets 5 2

    Deferred tax 112 88

    Goodwill 644 618

Total non-current assets 7.792 12.035

TOTAL ASSETS 18.692 21.201

EQUITY 
    Share capital 1.514 1.514

    Reserves 172 1.683

    Retained earnings 9.869 10.210

TOTAL SHAREHOLDER’S EQUITY 11.555 13.407

LIABILITIES 
Current liabilities

    Trade and other payables 6.239 4.268

    Lease liabilities 198 194

    Borrowings 155 110

    Employee benefits 100 128

Total current liabilities 6.692 4.700

Non-current liabilities

    Borrowings - 2.641

    Deferred tax - 221

    Lease liabilities 445 232

Total non-current liabilities 445 3.094

TOTAL LIABILITIES 7.137 7.794

TOTAL EQUITY & LIABILITIES 18.692 21.201
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Interprom EOOD personnel headcount

HEADCOUNT BY CATEGORY 2016 2018 2018

    Construction 171 162 108

    Logistics 5 5 5

    Administration 5 4 7

    Warehouse 4 4 3

    Finance & Accounting 3 3 2

    Management 1 1 1

TOTAL EMPLOYEES 189 179 126

AVERAGE HEADCOUNT 183 184 153
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Key Investment Considerations

Consistent profitability and strong cash generation 
Interprom EOOD has been consistently profitable since its establishment in 1996 despite its core construc-
tion business which makes the company accrue revenues only once a project is handed over to its respec-
tive assignor.

Proven track record of timely and within budget delivery 
Interprom has so far always secured timely and within budget delivery for its large-scale 
construction projects due to its conservative approach to design and planning.

Experienced management team 
The management sports an experienced and skilled management team seasoned in the 
execution of many construction projects. 

Well-positioned for high growth markets
After the start of its shift towards mining of natural resources, Interprom has positioned 
itself for high growth business lines including (1) construction aggregates, (2) base metals 
and (3) precious metals.

Mature and stable core markets in construction 
Interprom participates in stable and mature business lines of large-scale construction 

which ensure stable revenues and profits.

Strong engineering capability 
Interprom prides its solid engineering capacity which it has gained by execution and design 

under severe and challenging performance conditions. 

Innovative approach by launching Blueshare Proprietary P2P platform 
The Blueshare.io is expected to be a source of value, growth and capital gain as it will provide 

blockchain-powered mobility, liquidity to Interprom’s and third-party tokenized shares.



12. Use of Funds
Business to Be Funded Through Blueshare Issue
Interprom intends to use Blueshare transaction to fund a number of projects as listed below:

1. Natural resources exploration
Despite its considerable progress, Interprom still has to complete its natural resources exploration program for (a) the 
Northwest Copper Ore Landfill Site near Panagyurishte, requiring investment of 3 million euro and (b) the Petrovo site 
for open cut and underground mining for Gold, Silver, Zinc and Lead requiring  2 million euro.

2. Future concessions exploration 
Exploration effort is expected to demand funding of 20 million euro spread evenly during the next three years and is 
intended to provide a sustainable future inflow of attractive projects.

3. Quarries for construction aggregates 
Development will require 21 million euro for six quarries or 3.5 million euro per site for the development of fully opera-
tional project sites with adequate crushing and calibrating equipment, including excavation and transport vehicles and 
site infrastructure including on-site road network as well.

4. Northwest Copper Landfill 
This project is expected to require 42 million euro until its start of operations, to be invested in on-site roads, mining and 
transportation equipment including on-site enrichment plant.

5. Open pit natural resources mining 
The Petrovo Open Pit project is expected to require funding of 50 million euro until its start of operations including on-
site roads and infrastructure on-site.

6. Underground mining of natural resources 
The Petrovo Underground Project is expected to demand capital expenditure of around 40 million euro.

7. Petrovo on site concentration plant 
The Plant is intended to compact the acquired natural resources into mass and form suitable for transportation and  
currently the turnkey cost is estimated at 40 million euro.

8. Working Capital for Mining & Exploration
This application of funds is required for the seamless start and running of operations and represents the value of the 
work in progress in the mining cycle and is currently estimated at 20 million euro.

9. Accompanying legal, planning, permission, STO offering 
All the required documentation that enable all the projects including funding costs and design of all of the above proj-
ects is forecast at 18 million euro.
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*Note: The fees and offering expenses amount to about 7% of the proceeds and contain both fixed one-offs and variable 
expenses dependent on the actual funds raised. Any applicable taxes on the proceeds would also be deducted, as may be 
required under applicable law or as a result of rulings from the competent tax authorities.

THE CAPITAL RAISED FROM THE BLUESHARE SECURITY TOKEN OFFERING WILL BE ENTIRELY INVESTED INTO 
INTERPROM GROUP’S PIPELINE OF NATURAL RESOURCES MINING AND EXPLORATION BUSINESS. 

BUDGETED STAGE A STAGE B

Natural Resources Mining  Exploration € 25 000 000 € 5 000 000 € 20 000 000

Six Aggregates Quarries Turnkey in 2019/20 € 21 000 000 € 21 000 000 -

 Central (NW) Copper Landfield Mine Turnkey € 42 000 000 € 42 000 000 -

Southwest (SW) Gold Open Pit Mine € 50 000 000 € 10 000 000 € 40 000 000

(SW) Gold, Silver, Zinc, Lead Underground Mine € 40 000 000 € 10 000 000 € 30 000 000

(SW) Shared Enrichment Plant Open & Underground € 40 000 000 € 18 000 000 € 22 000 000

Working Capital Mining & Exploration € 20 000 000 € 10 000 000 € 10 000 000

Other (Documentation, Legal, IT Development) € 9 000 000 € 3 000 000 € 6 000 000

STO Offering Expenses - Up to 7% of Funds Raised* € 9 000 000 € 9 000 000 -

TOTAL € 256 000 000 € 128 000 000
FUNDED BY STO

€ 128 000 000
FUNDED BY OTHER 

SOURCES

€ 256,000,000 
Funded by

€ 128,000,000   
STO + € 128,000,000   

other sources - Bank,
     Leases,
     etc. 

A B

UNDERGROUND and OPEN PIT PRECIOUS METAL 2

1OPEN PIT NON-FERROUS

6CONSTRUCTION AGGREGATES

UNDERGROUND MINE OPEN PIT MINE

€ 128 million
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13. Dividend Policy
The dividend policy of Interprom Mining AG is dependent on the future results of the company. Interprom Mining AG 

may distribute dividend only under the condition that the company has achieved net positive profitability after tax. 

The mining business is very capital intensive and requires substantial capital outlays at the beginning of the lifecy-

cles of mining projects. The management plans to start paying dividends only after such profitability will have been 

achieved and considered sustainable.

As the Company was founded on 20 September 2018 and registered in the Commercial Register on 28 September 

2018, no dividends have been distributed to date.

The Company plans to pay dividends to its shareholders in accordance with the statutory provisions.

Once the sustainability of positive financial results is achieved the target dividend pay-out ratio considered by man-

agement is 50%.

The Sources for Future Dividend Payout
The pool of income-generative assets and their legal structure that substantiate the Blueshare asset token consist of:

 • Exploration or mining concession agreements with respective governments;

 • Subsidiary corporate entities that may be formed from time to time in the future with the view of 

     developing specific mining projects.

All of the projects will be developed and operated by Interprom EOOD or directly by Interprom Mining AG or new-

ly-formed subsidiaries to be majority owned and controlled by Interprom Mining AG.
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Note: Detailed information regarding all Mining Projects is Provided in Appendix A.
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For the time being, Interprom Mining AG’s sole channel of deriving benefits from the projects 
therefore is its 90% holding of Interprom EOOD, which itself presently owns the exploratory 
concessions and is expected in the future to own the mining operation concessions of the min-
ing sites described in this white paper. 

The so devised structure is optimized from tax point of view. Income will flow from Interprom 
EOOD to Interprom Mining AG in the form of dividends. The established structure is straight-
forward, transparent, legally valid and binding and substantiates the income and asset rights 
underlying the Blueshare Security Tokens.

Table 6: Summary Financial Information

Payment of Income
Interprom Mining AG will offer its token holders dividends in EUR as a first default option. In-
terprom Mining AG is negotiating with a number of licensed banking institutions to automate 
the process of payment of such dividends into regular bank accounts in EUR. Essentially this 
means that any whitelisted individual, holding Blueshare tokens at a dividend payment date 
will have to have specified a bank account for the dividend to be paid into. As the Company 
will provide the option of dividend to be paid in cryptocurrency as far as legally permissible, 
any whitelisted individual having expressed such a preference will receive the equivalent of the 
respective dividend sum in their whitelisted crypto-wallet.

Dividend and Ex-Dividend Dates
Interprom Mining AG will operate a standard dividend date policy. Dividends will be owed to 
party that has owned the Blueshare tokens before 24:00 hours (UCT +1 time zone) on the div-
idend payment date. Any tokens in transit and crossing the 24:00 Swiss Time of the Dividend 
Payment Date will immediately become ex-dividend and will accrue dividends only to their 
previous owner. As all holders of tokens will be known to the Company any disputes will be 
resolved by the Board of Directors.



14. Information Technology Underlying 
       Blueshare Token
The technology that will be applied for programming and generating the smart contract is equivalent to that used by 

“R-Token” and described in their white paper “The Regulated Token™ (R-Token™) Standard”. 

https://harbor.com/rtokenwhitepaper.pdf

The following technical note has been adapted from R-Token Whitepaper and amended accordingly to fit the par-

ticular specifications of the Blueshare token. Some additional constructs such as the pay-out of dividends have been 

developed anew and added by applying the same logic and design as embodied in the overall R-Token permissioned 

token standard.

Blueshare implements a decentralized compliance protocol to standardize the way crypto-securities are issued and 

traded on blockchains. R-Token is an open-source standard, implemented in a particular fashion by Blueshare Team 

independently of R-Token developers. The Blueshare implementation defines a mechanism in which crypto-securi-

ties – in this instance participation equity tokens - can be compliantly transferred on blockchains. It requires issuing a 

permissioned ERC-20 token on the Ethereum blockchain that checks an on-chain Blueshare Compliance Service for 

trade approval. The Blueshare Compliance Service can be configured to meet relevant securities regulations, Know 

Your Customer (KYC) policies, Anti-Money Laundering (AML) requirements, tax laws, and more. The Blueshare imple-

mentation of R-Token Standard enables ERC-20 tokens to become compliant crypto-securities that can be traded 

across any ERC-20 compatible platform.

The Blueshare implementation of the standard addresses the need for compliance both primary (in ISTO/IPO from the 

issuer) or on secondary transfers. Effectively it treats both primary (issue) transfer and secondary transfers in an equiv-

alent fashion. In order to become a Blueshare token-holder within the initial sale an acquirer needs to be whitelisted 

or added to the distributed blockchain service as described below. It is built on ERC-20, a standard widely supported 

by the existing blockchain ecosystem (Ethereum).

The Blueshare implementation of the R-Token Standard will embed compliance at the token level and will allow for de-

centralized trading of Blueshare across any platform that supports ERC-20 tokens. This significantly increases liquidity 

in comparison to confining trade within a single centralized exchange in order to enforce regulatory compliance. 

This means that the Blueshare ecosystem will not be a single “place” or virtual server, but rather an 
environment spanning the whole Ethereum blockchain that includes only certain pre-approved par-
ties. Even if the servers of Blueshare.io platform are “down” for whatever reason approval or removal 
of a party from the white list and approval and denial of transfer transaction or respectively pay-
ment of dividends will continue to function seamlessly and smoothly, as all conditions will have been 
pre-programmed and entered onto the blockchain.

The Blueshare will include four core services on the Ethereum blockchain: 

 1. Blueshare Token

 2. The Blueshare Compliance Service

 3. The Blueshare Service Registry

 4. Blueshare Dividend Service

All the first three services can be implemented as a single smart contract wherein all of functionalities are built into 

the core Blueshare Token smart contract itself. However, Blueshare adopts a modular implementation architecture 

of these services as four distinct smart contracts. Implementation through distinct smart contracts allows for easier 

upgrade as regulatory requirements evolve over time.
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It also allows for the accommodation of the payment of dividends by treating them in the same fashion as a Blue-

share Token Transfer whilst using the fourth Blueshare Dividend Service to check and confirm who, whether and 

for how much dividends is eligible and also how one would like them paid – (a) in crypto, i.e. BTC, ETH, USDT or (b) 

in Fiat i.e. EUR. 

Blueshare token is a permissioned ERC-20 smart contract that represent a participation equity (Class 
“B”) share in the capital in Interprom Mining AG. It will be compatible with all existing wallets and ex-
changes that support the ERC-20 token standard, but it overrides the existing ERC-20 transfer method 
to check with an on-chain Blueshare Compliance Service for trade approval.

Every time a transfer is initiated (e.g. Seller/Sender wants to transfer a token to Buyer/Receiver), The Blueshare Token 

calls the BlueshareComplianceService#check() method from within the transfer() and transferFrom() methods 

specified in ERC-20. If the check is successful, the transfer proceeds normally per the ERC-20 specifications (i.e. the 

token is transferred from Sender to Receiver). In addition, the transfer() and transferFrom() methods deliver a success-

ful CheckStatus event.

If the check is unsuccessful, then the transfer() and transferFrom() method returns an error code (i.e. the transfer 

from Sender to Receiver fails) and delivers an unsuccessful CheckStatus event with a reason code. The CheckStatus 

event can be used by third- party wallet providers to indicate the reason why a trade was not allowed.

The following Figure 9 illustrates the permitting proofs that Blueshare intends to follow.

Figure 9: Scheme of the Permitting Transfer of Blueshare Token
Source: R-Token, modified by Blueshare. 

In the case where a mediator is required for the transfer of tokens (e.g. in a decentralized exchange), the approve() 

method is called to allocate funds from the token holder (e.g. Seller) to the mediator. Once allocated, the mediator 

initiates the transfer sequence as illustrated in Figure 11.

The approve() method can be implemented to include an additional check() method. This would mean that the allo-

cation of funds from the token holder to the mediator would require approval from the Blueshare Compliance Service 

as illustrated in Figure 11.
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Compliance 
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Receiver
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1. transferform()
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Blueshare Compliance Service
The Blueshare Compliance Service interface consists of a single check() method that is called from within the trans-

fer() and transferFrom() method. This check contains all information provided during the transfer.

Figure 10: High-Level Software Architecture of the Process
Source: R-Token, modified by Blueshare. 

contract BlueshareComplianceService {

function check( address _token

address _spender,

address _from,

address _to,

uint256 _amount) public returns (uint8);

In order to provide the Blueshare Token smart contract with trade approval (or disapproval), the Blueshare Compli-

ance Service must include a whitelist of approved participants, their trading permissions and additional token trading 

settings such that it satisfies relevant securities regulations, KYC policies, AML requirements, tax laws, and more.

Figure 11: Example Interaction With Mediator, i.e. Regulated Crypto Exchange
Source: R-Token, modified by Blueshare. 

The implementation of the Blueshare Compliance Service includes two participant-level permissions and two to-

ken-level settings. These permissions and settings can be used to meet commonly required trading rules for securi-

ties within a single jurisdiction.

The two participant-level permissions are: 

      1. the permission to send a token and   2. the permission to receive a token
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Sender
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1. approve()
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    sender and receiver

6. Reason code4. transfer()
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Distinguishing between send and receive permissions allows for greater flexibility (e.g. if an accredited investor pur-

chases a token but later loses accredited investor status, then this participant can send the token, but cannot pur-

chase new tokens). An off-chain Blueshare Trade Controller determines these participant-level permissions (by look-

ing at participant data such as country of residence, KYC/AML status, tax status, accredited investor status, etc.) and 

writes the results to the Blueshare Compliance Service. Effectively this means that the Blueshare Off-block Services 

both in a programmed or compliance-officer controlled fashion will from time to time run updates of the Blueshare 

Compliance Service.

First Token Level Check
The first token-level setting in the implementation of the Blueshare Compliance Service is locking/unlocking trans-

fers. This setting allows enforcement of holding periods. For example, if a token is subject to a one-year holding period, 

the token can be locked during this time. This feature is required for the Bonus Blueshare tokens, that will have an 

initial vesting period.

Second Token Level Check
The second token-level setting in the Blueshare Compliance Service is allowing/disallowing partial transfers of a token 

(e.g. 1/3 of a token). This setting enables the proper tokenization of the equity participation shares as partial ownership 

is not legally allowed.

The Blueshare Service Registry
The Service Registry provides the Blueshare Token smart contract with a mechanism for locating the current, correct, 

or desired version of the Blueshare Compliance Service. This will allow for the scalability of Blueshare offering which 

effectively translates adding and removing jurisdictions and updating the requirements for certain jurisdictions.

Figure 12 illustrates the interaction between the Blueshare Token, Blueshare Compliance Service, and Blueshare Ser-

vice Registry. The latter provides the appropriate Blueshare Compliance Service address to the Blueshare Token. The 

Blueshare Token then checks with the given Blueshare Compliance Service to obtain trade approvals.

When a new version of the Blueshare Compliance Service is introduced, the Blueshare Service Registry provides the 

updated Blueshare Compliance Service address to the Blueshare Token. This ensures that the correct Blueshare Com-

pliance Service is used for trade approval.

The Blueshare Solution provides an interface that enables implementation of custom business logic. Other imple-

mentations of the Compliance Service Registry could allow for multiple Compliance Services to exist at once, making 

it possible to decentralize the Compliance Service.
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Figure 12: Application of Various Time-Dependent and Jurisdiction-Dependent 
Compliance Services 
Source: R-Token, modified by Blueshare. 

Figure 13: Interaction between the Blueshare Token, Blueshare Compliance Service, 
and Blueshare Service Registry 
Source: R-Token, modified by Blueshare. 

The implementation of the Blueshare Compliance Service relies on an off-chain Blueshare Trade Controller to update 

its permissions as well as add newly approved participants.

The Blueshare Trade Controller determines the status of the permissions. It maps participant data against relevant 

securities regulations, KYC/AML policies, and tax laws to determine whether each participant can send and/or receive 

the token. It also determines whether the token is locked/unlocked and whether partial trading is allowed/disallowed. 

These token-level permissions are then updated in the Blueshare Compliance Service.

Only an approved Blueshare Trade Controller with the correct private/public key pair can make changes to the Blue-

share Compliance Service.
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Payment of Dividends Mechanism
The payment of dividends mechanism will be performed through the adaptation and implementation of the R-Token 

Standard. Dividends will be effectively treated as transfer of regulated securities, but actually will involve transfer of 

crypto tokens from the wallet of Interprom Mining AG (the Issuer) to the wallet of the respective token holder. If not 

permitted, it will return a message to the wallet of Interprom Mining AG stating a reason that such transfer is disal-

lowed as the respective recipient would like to receive the dividend sum in fiat (e.g. EUR). 

Two levels of checks will be again performed: 

      1. at participant level and    2. at token level

Every time a transfer of dividend payment is initiated (e.g. Interprom Mining AG wants to transfer crypto tokens to 

Blueshare holder), The Blueshare Dividend Smart Contract calls the BlueshareComplianceService#check() and Blue-

shareDividendService#check() method. If the two checks are cumulatively successful, the transfer proceeds normally 

per the ERC-20 specifications (i.e. the crypto tokens is transferred from Interprom to Blueshare Token Holder).  

If the check is unsuccessful, then check() method returns an error code (i.e. the transfer to Holder fails) and delivers an 

unsuccessful CheckStatus event with a reason code. The CheckStatus event can be used by third- party wallet provid-

ers to indicate the reason why a trade was not allowed. 

The Blueshare Dividend Service interface consists of a two level check() method that is called from within the divi-

dendStatus() method. This check contains all information provided during the transfer of dividends: 

Figure 14: The Transfer of Dividends High-Level Software Architecture
Source: R-Token, modified by Blueshare. 

contract BlueshareComplianceService { function check( address _token address _spender,

address _from, 

address _to,

uint256 _amount) public returns (uint8); 

contract BlueshareDividendService { 

function check( address _token, address _holder, address _interval ) public returns (uint8); 

Effectively, in order to provide the Blueshare Dividend Payment smart contract with trade approval (or disapproval):

(1) Blueshare Compliance Service must be called. As stated it will include a whitelist of approved participants, their 

trading permissions and additional token trading settings such that it satisfies relevant securities regulations, KYC 

policies, AML requirements, tax laws, and more.
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(2) Blueshare Dividend Service must be called and it should include a list of all whitelisted token holders wallets that 

as of 24:00 hours Swiss time (GMT +1/UTC +1) of the Dividend Date contain the respective amount of Blueshare Tokens 

and also a flag whether they would like dividends being paid in cryptocurrency or in fiat with fiat being the default 

option.

Technology Stack of Blueshare Token
In addition to the blockchain implementation of the Blueshare Token solution, several elements will be implemented 

off-block but will form an integral part of it.

The Complete Blueshare solution will include a WEB application for initial registration and submission of information 

for white listing of potential investors. The application will also include integration with wallets, messaging service 

from the issuing company and the provide database with token-holders’ profiles, number of Blueshare tokens owned 

etc. It will also refer to third party provider wallets that maintain the Blueshare token.

The Complete Blueshare solution will also include an industrial grade proprietary cloud-based IT 
system that will serve as the main gateway and database for loading and updating data into the:

 1.  Blueshare Compliance Service on the Ethereum Blockchain

 2. Blueshare Service Registry

 3. Blueshare Dividend Service

The proprietary system will include respective APIs to third party providers of KYC/AML and other services. It will also 

serve as the main gateway to the WEB application which will be used for initial registration and maintenance of KYC/

AML compliance to name a few.
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Figure 15: Technology Stack

1. Industrial Class development

2. Scalability and flexibility

3. Proven Security and risk

4. Maintained by thousands of independent nodes

5. Isolating the centralized and vulnerable storage of the security offering

6. Stable end-to-end solution
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15. Blueshare Project Core Team
Exceptional track records and extensive collective experience puts us in a unique position to 
impact meaningful change to the crypto and business community.

Kaloyan Teodosiev CEO
If you have the chance to get to know him, you would instantly realize Kaloyan is one of 
those guys who always put heart in what they do and couldn’t be involved in just one 
business. Apart from being the key factor in establishing and developing the large-scale 
construction line of  Interprom, he is  the main development force behind the natural 
resources initiative of Interprom Mining. Kaloyan is now taking the lead position in the 
Blueshare Project. Kaloyan invests tremendous efforts to define, test and monitor the 
project’s objectives, pace and schedule. Needless to say, Kaloyan is also closely involved 
with the creation of the development strategy of Blueshare and Interprom.

Iavor Kurtev Strategic Advisor to CEO
Iavor is the essential core of the Blueshare concept. He is one of those guys who is al-
ways two steps ahead of the rest thanks to his high energy boost, forward-looking ideas 
and innovative mind. Iavor’s mind is restless in having to create, conceptualise and fire 
“why-nots”. He is well-known as a Co-founder of WPH – an IT development hub that 
can be best described as the sage of crypto and mobile app development in Eastern 
Europe. He has been the key driving force behind many successful projects and start-
ups all over the world. Right now, he is continuing his digital journey as a Co-founder, 
key-project lead of Blueshare. This project couldn’t be in better hands!

Dr. Zlatin Sarastov CFO
Zlatin is a knowledgeable quant, an experienced corporate finance professional, and a 
public speaking sage, regularly sharpened at his lectures in Mathematical Finance at 
the university. He has vast experience in capital raising, IPOs, ICOs and structuring of 
successful projects and companies such as Prestige 96, Alumina Elite and The Cargo 
Coin. Right now, he is the leader of the corporate finance of Blueshare Project and the 
one responsible for crunching the value numbers and structuring the most adequate 
offering for the target investor audience. Zlatin’s applied stochastics models and real 
opetion valuation techniques are directly applicable to valuing and managing for value 
of mining projects.

Plamen Sakaliyski CTO
You don’t need to spend much time around Plamen to realize he is one of those innova-
tive dudes with big smiles who are keen on breaking the traditional old-fashion way the 
world does things. Plamen is a serial entrepreneur and cryptomaniac well-known as a 
Co-founder & CEO at Dope Technologies Plc, Chief engineer at Birlibam, and Co-found-
er at TatChat. Currently, he takes the position of Blueshare Chief creative technologist & 
Business design and strategy lead. Gladly, there is this kind of geeks so we can evolve 
in the new digital world!

Fani Angelova Director of Marketing & PR
Fani hits you with laughter and positive radiance from the moment you enter her range 
of impact. Marketing has something to do with appeal and she knows how motivate 
and inspire teams and clients alike. Fani is a Master of Marketing with over of 15 years of 
experience in various industries. Working on hi-tech projects on various markets on nu-
merous continents she knows how to integrate in all sort of set ups. She is also a creative 
person with expertise in all of the aspects of successful marketing, advertising, public 
relations, event planning, and management. Fani is positive and enthusiastic, devoted 
and inspired to create marketing magic that gets real-world results.

https://www.linkedin.com/in/zlatin-sarastov/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/psakaliyski/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/fani-angelova/


Mario Dimitroff  Investor Relations
А distinguished professional in the crypto industry. He traded equities and fixed-in-
come securities on Wall Street and utilized these skills gaining an edge in the crypto-
currency markets. He has the innate ability to rate things from different perspectives 
and has been lending his skills at quite a few crypto startups. He has the ability to care 
and relate to your issues and respond with utmost professionalism. Last but not least, 
he is a jack-of-all-trades and has the creative mindset that is necessary for innovation.  

Silvia Angelova Digital Marketing Manager
Silvia is a quiet but effective powerhouse behind the Blueshare digital marketing ef-
fort. Her results speak for and instead of her. She is a silent achiever, results-oriented, 
getting-things-done and easy-fit-in individual with a passion for digital marketing, data 
and analytics. Certified by Google with over five years of spectacular experience in so-
cial media marketing, media planning and strategy. 

Mina Iotova Marketing & Communications Specialist
Energy flows fast when you get to work with Mina. She is proactive, communicative 
and always smiling. Mina sports a sharp analytical mind and knows how to present her 
finding in a easy-to-grasp manner. For a person at the start of her career, she is very ma-
ture and agile in getting all the aspects of an assignment at hand. Mina is pursuing her 
studies in public communication at the University of Cardiff whilst being 100% involved 
with Blueshare where she uses every opportunity to apply her frontier academically 
force-fed concepts. It will not be too racy to say she is one of the key sources of new 
ideas and ways to handle goals.

Adriyan Adriyanov Corporate Finance & Strategy
Adrian is the lord grasping and handling the big picture but also reducing all the details 
into it. He is a corporate finance professional and a strategy in numbers guy. Once you 
run into him, you will see how funnily serious he is about all the assignments in his place. 
Adrian always knows what he wants to achieve but puts it in a entertaining way. With 
more than seven years of experience in deal structuring and funding, he is a capable 
hand in all things financial and number-based. Adrian presently runs a number of block-
chain projects but Blueshare is his beloved one.

Vasil Vajarov Legal Officer
Vasil is all things legal. He lives in a world of compliance whilst in the office and all 
things-real while outdoors. Having completed his studies in European Law in The Uni-
versity of the Hague, Vasil is busy in his attempt to put to work his deep bag of knowl-
edge. Proactive and energy-abundant he is elaborate in all the things he does and even 
in the ones he does not. Always on the search of new, intriguing and inspiring aspects 
of all he is loaded with. You have to stop him, otherwise he will continue working for 
hours on end and whenever you stop he is always ready with the assignment at hand. 
Ask him how he does it.
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16. Dedicated IT Development Team
The comprehensive IT development of the Blueshare token has been assigned to WPH Ltd, 
Sofia, Bulgaria - www.wph.bg 

WPH are a team of mathematicians providing every single algorithm behind the applications 
and programmes designed to fit the task at hand and customer needs. WPH is an all-in-one 
source of comprehensive solutions for the digital world. WPH’s experts deliver powerful and 
feasible ideas throughout all areas of digital communication.

The team also identifies exciting business opportunities for their customers and WPH’s experts 
provide services throughout the digital architecture, marketing, managed services, user expe-
rience, system planning and custom designed solutions.

WPH helps to gain an advantage by bringing more transparency to business with the power of 
smart contracts and mobiles apps, integrated into blockchain.

Its services include app strategy, design, engineering and lifecycle management, and can be 
tailored to meet specific business needs — from defining strategy, to user experience and visu-
al design, to engineering and testing, and optimization & growth

Nowadays WPH provides mainly blockchain consulting, delivers proofs-of-concept and brings 
clarity to and mutual understanding of this technology.

WPH provides the following enterprise solutions:
 •   Blockchain applications — dApps

 •   Artificial intelligence enabled products

 •   Mobile Apps: iOS, Android, cross-platform

 •   SaaS solution development

 •   Enterprise and client resource management systems

 •   Custom-made solutions

 •   Research and development

 •   Marketing research

 •   Know-how

 •   Creative Smart solutions based on the specific needs of the client

 •   Design and user experience

 •   CRM and Business Solutions

 •   ERP Solutions

 •   Marketing tools

 •   Consultancy and coaching in IT and Math

https://www.wph.bg


Ivaylo Petrov
Software Engineer, DB Architect

Vesselin Kyurkchiev
Math and Gamification modeling

Assen Popov
IT Design, Infrastructure and 

Innovations

Alen Popovic
Customer experience, innovation, 

marketing strategies, channel 

shift and digital transformation

Angel Demirev
Front End Lead, UX and 

UI Designer

Iren Parvanova
Project Management, 

QA Expert

17.  Advisors

The People

Prof. Mauro Andriotto
A leading European corporate finance professional specializing in FinTech, real-life 

transaction structuring, and capital raising campaigns with numerous successful proj-

ects completed in the last 10 years. A distinguished lecturer in corporate finance at the 

highly rated Universities of Bocconi and Pisa.

Plamen Sakaliyski
CTO

Daniel Lazarov
CEO, Front End Developer

Daniel Vasilev
Backend Lead, Decentralized 

Application Specialist

https://www.linkedin.com/in/mauro-andriotto-a2339a12b/


Hazem Fada
M.S. in Electronics Engineering and Systems Programming, Application developer, 

Data Analyst, DevOps, Data Modeling and Data Warehouse design.

Ivailo Shipochki
Digital Marketing consultant with extensive background in web analytics and digital 

advertising. With 6+ years of experience, his areas of focus are Google Ads, Facebook 

Ads and Google Marketing Platform.

Mane Crypto
Manages the entire securities offering process (STO) bringing its fundraising knowl-

edge to the next level.

MANE Crypto is the blockchain arm of MANE Capital that combines understanding of 

blockchain technology with many years of experience in the capital markets.

Margarita Angelova
Highly-qualified and dynamic professional with excellent expertise in Financial Model-

ling, Business Analysis and Project Management. Experienced in advising and oversee-

ing diverse projects globally to ensure unparalled performance, maximum profits and 

long-term sustainability.

Zoran Arsovski
Experienced Digital Marketing Consultant with a demonstrated history of working in 

the marketing and advertising industry. Skilled in Digital Strategy, Search Engine Opti-

mization (SEO), DoubleClick, MediaBuying, and Marketing Strategy.
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Head Geology and Exploration
One of the most prominent scientists and respected applied geologists within the Bul-

garian and international geological community, with more than 50 years of experience 

in various geologist positions. Immaculate and prudent in his natural resources assess-

ments and estimates, and a leader in command of the team’s motivation and respect.

Prof. D-r Eng. Slavcho Mankov

Eng. Radi Milarov
Chief Engineer of Mining
An ingenious designer of feasible and efficient mining operations with an enviable se-

quence of successfully conceptualized, designed, executed and operated natural re-

sources projects. A dedicated proponent of efficiencies and cost savings in both open 

cut and underground mining operations.

Eng. Anton Naumov
Executive Geologist
A young, energetic and ambitious geologist, having gradually assumed roles of greater 

responsibility in the fields of drilling, sample testing, overall drilling process oversight 

and management. Proficient in geological research, identification of optimal mining 

methods, description and analysis of geological drilling samples and soil and stones tests. 

Open Pit Mining Senior Executive
A long-time professional in open pit excavation with an astounding track record of 

successful scientific and applied achievements, as well as a long sequence of practi-

cal high-responsibility roles in real-life design, development, and operation of open cut 

mining projects.

Prof. D-r Eng. Georgi Konstantinov

Prof. D-r Eng. Georgi Mihaylov
Underground Mining Senior Executive
A proven expert in underground developments with more than 35 years of successfully 

executed mining projects . Proficient in resolving various engineering problems in near-

ly all Bulgarian underground mines.

Geology and Construction Team



Eng. Rosen Dimitrov, B.Sc. Geologist
Executive Geologist
A dedicated and inquisitive mind with extensive expertise and positions of great re-

sponsibility in the fields of drilling, sample testing, overall drilling process oversight, and 

management. Avid interest in resolving practical problems and assignments.

Plamen Tenev, MBA
Head of Mining Exploration & Operations
A knowledgeable executive in charge of all natural resources exploration, prospecting 

and development projects of Interprom. High motivation for applying the most eco-

nomically effective mining and enrichment technologies to the day-to-day operations 

of the company.

Head of Information Technology
A practical, yet fervent supporter of the introduction of frontier internet and information 

technologies within the construction and mining operations of the company through 

Big Data processing, smart data analysis, blockchain, and ERM approaches. 

Stoyko Zahariev, MBA

Eng. Petyo Bakalov
Head of Mining Execution
A renowned mining engineer and expert in the management of operations in both 

open cut and underground mining sites performed and held positions with gradually 

increasing responsibility, successfully designed and developed numerous open cut and 

underground projects in Turkey, Albania, and Iran.

Head of Construction Execution
Highly experienced construction planning and execution manager. A key proponent of 

modern construction methods, technologies, and systems, with a constant focus on 

innovation in construction.

Vasil Arsenov, MBA
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18. Mining business
The Company is involved in the investment and execution of natural resources, exploration, excavation, extraction, 

concentration and enrichment on or off-site, operation of open cut and underground mines, land restoration and 

reclamation, sale, transportation of natural resources and their proceeds as well as related storage and logistics of nat-

ural resources and their proceeds in general. The Company may conduct any such activities partially or in full through 

partially or fully owned and/or controlled subsidiary entities, associated enterprises and/or joint ventures.

Corporate objectives
The Interprom EOOD team strongly believes that by using its core skill in project management, it can achieve com-

parable results in the mining sector. Dealing with subcontractors, government institutions and municipalities are key 

competences, which can be applied successfully in the mining sector. 

Since 2015, the Company has acquired or is in the process of acquiring a number of exploration concessions for con-

struction materials, gold, silver and copper. Interprom is also evaluating a number of other projects to determine 

whether to apply for exploration concessions. Along with its entry into mining, the issuer will continue to develop its 

existing construction business. 

IP’s exploration efforts are in two areas: quarries for construction materials and gold mining.

Exploration rights and production concessions in Bulgaria – key aspects
The exploration permits that Interprom EOOD holds  are granted by the Minister of Energy, after a prior approval by 

the Government.  

Exploration rights and production concessions in Bulgaria are granted under competitive procedures. Exceptions are 

allowed if there are no candidates, and with respect to concessions, also where they are granted on the basis of a prior 

exploration permit, as reviewed in further detail below.

The right to explore underground resources in Bulgaria is granted under an explicit permit, and such right can be ex-

ercised subject to the terms and conditions of an exploration contract made with the permit grantor

     •  a prospecting and exploration permit and a prospecting and exploration contract in the case of metals; and 

     •  an exploration permit and an exploration contract in the case of mining waste and construction materials.

Holder of the permit can be either an individual (a natural person) or a company.  There is no limitation to the number of 

permits that one individual or company may have.  The Underground Resources Act requires the applicant for a permit to 

evidence the availability of sufficient management and financial capabilities for performing the respective activity.  The 

exact scope of such requirements is determined by the permit grantor on a case-by-case basis.

The permit does not enter into force, and the exploration contract cannot be signed, before the expiration of the period 

for appeals or before completion of the appeal procedure, as the case may be.  The grantor of the permit (the Minister of 

Energy in Interprom’s case) may decide to allow preliminary implementation of the permit, in which case the contract 

can be signed before the expiry of the appeal period. The permit enters into force together with the entry into force of the 

exploration contract. Therefore exploration may begin only once the conditions precedent to both the permit and the 

contract are satisfied.
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The permit is issued for an initial period of: (i) up to three years for metals; (ii) up to two years for mining waste; and (iii) up 

to one year for construction materials.  Upon request of the permit holder and provided that it has performed in full its 

working program, the period of the permit can be extended twice by additional periods of up to two years in each case.  If 

the permit holder makes a geological discovery before the expiry of the last extension, it is entitled to a new extension of 

up to one more year for the purposes of evaluation of the discovery.

The holder of an exploration permit, who has applied for registration of a commercial discovery and has received from 

the Minister of Energy a certificate for commercial discovery, can obtain a concession for the production of the respective 

underground resource without a competitive tender.  The concession is not being granted automatically.  The grounds for 

granting a concession are being checked and the concession can be rejected if these have not been met.  The concession 

can also be rejected, where it poses a threat to the national security and defense, the environment or cultural objects.  In 

the latter case, the applicant for the concession is being indemnified for the actual costs incurred.

The concession is granted for a particular territory, which shall include the territory of the discovery and territories, neces-

sary for the performance of the concession activities.

The concession is granted for an initial period of up to 35 years. This period can be extended with up to 15 additional years.

The concession contracts have mandatory contents (components) provided by law.  Such contracts are drafted by the 

ministry of energy and are normally not subject to negotiation. Further, the concession contracts may be amended only 

in very limited cases.

A.  Quarries 
Interprom currently possesses six exploration sites for dolomite/limestone and diabase material, as potential source 

of construction aggregates.  All six sites are at an early exploration stage and no Environmental Assessment permits 

have yet been granted.

Mechanical test results demonstrate that the aggregate material from all sites is suitable for use in most con-

struction applications. The overall quality of the coarse and fine aggregates is considered to be very good for bulk 

aggregates. Additionally, the material from one of the sites is also suitable for the cement industry and for flux in in-

dustrial smelters.

     •  Two exploration sites (Mogilata and Balevo) are for limestone and dolostone, and are located 50 km from Sofia

    •  Another two limestone sites (Vladislavtsi and Letnitsa) are located some 60 km from Sofia

    •  Two sites for diabase material (Rayanovtsi and Prolaznitsa), are in Vidin Region (north-west Bulgaria)

Figure 1: Tectonic map of Bulgaria 
with project locations

An independent Competent Person report has 

been performed on all six sites and their asso-

ciated mineral assets in accordance to the 2012 

Edition of JORC Code for the purpose of internal 

reference to IP Management and its advisors.
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Exploration permitting, surface rights and royalties
Interprom was granted exploration permits for all projects in the first half of 2016. Then, the company submitted a detailed 

exploration programme to the Ministry of Energy and the Ministry of Environment, which was approved within the follow-

ing two months. Exploration activities have been reported to the Bulgarian Ministry of Energy for 2016 and 2017. 

Four of the geological reports were accepted.

Two were declined due to deadline violation – they were submitted 16 to 20 days after the permit had expired. Because of 

the delay the Ministry of Energy’s expert committee refused to accept the lodgement of the geological reports. Currently the 

legal department of the Issuer is communicating with the committe at the Ministry of Energy, explaining their arguments for 

the delay. The company expects that the Ministry will eventually accept the geological reports, while imposing a fine.

The Bulgarian state forestry and municipal authority currently controls the vast majority of the surface rights on the proj-

ects with only a smal proportion of the land controled by private owners. On receipt of a mining concession, a contract wil 

be required to transfer the surface rights for the term of the concession. In Bulgaria, if no agreement can be reached with 

the existing incumbent of the surface rights, the matter is settled through an established Court procedure. Royalties wil be 

determined at the time of granting of a mining license based upon projected profitability of the operation in line with the 

mining plan submitted to the government.

Quarries – mineral resource estimate
Table 2: Limestone and dolostone resource inventory as of 30 September 2018

Table 1: Quarries Highlights
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Resource 
Category

Total volume 
(Mln m3)

Bulk dry density 
(g/cm3)

Total tonnage 
(Mln t)

MOGILATA

Limestone

Indicated 3.90 2.65 10.20

Inferred 1.10 2.65 3.00

Dolostone

Indicated 2.50 2.75 6.70

Inferred 3.50 2.75 9.70

Quary Area
Exploration 

Permit 
Number / Date

Exploration 
Agreement Effective from

Commercial 
Discovery 

Application

Letnitsa 0.96 km2 434 - 15.01.2016 20.05.2016 22.08.2016 03.10.2017

Ratanovtsi 0.40 km2 413 - 19.11.2015 20.05.2015 24.06.2016 23.06.2017

Balevo 0.79 km2 425 - 28.12.2015 05.07.2016 20.07.2016 30.07.2018

Prolaznitsa 0.90 km2 415 - 09.12.2015 19.04.2016 07.10.2016 03.10.2017

Mogilata 0.22 km2 409 - 28.09.2015 24.02.2016 28.03.2016 26.06.2018

Vladislavtsi 0.56 km2 435 - 15.01.2016 20.05.2016 24.06.2016 23.06.2017
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Source: Geotechmin OOD
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Resource 
Category

Total volume 
(Mln m3)

Bulk dry density 
(g/cm3)

Total tonnage 
(Mln t)

BALEVO

Limestone

Indicated 4.10 2.65 10.70

Inferred 3.20 2.65 8.40

Dolostone

Indicated 6.80 2.75 18.60

Inferred 3.60 2.75 9.80

Resource 
Category

Total volume 
(Mln m3)

Bulk dry density 
(g/cm3)

Total tonnage 
(Mln t)

LETNITSA

Limestone

Indicated 5.70 2.65 15.20

Inferred 12.20 2.65 32.30

Resource 
Category

Total volume 
(Mln m3)

Bulk dry density 
(g/cm3)

Total tonnage 
(Mln t)

VLADISLAVTSI

Limestone

Indicated 2.40 2.65 6.20

Inferred 2.70 2.65 7.30

Resource 
Category

Total volume 
(Mln m3)

Bulk dry density 
(g/cm3)

Total tonnage 
(Mln t)

RAYANOVTSI

Indicated 4.80 2.85 13.60

Inferred 6.40 2.85 18.20

Table 3:  Diabase resource inventory as of 30 September 2018
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Source: Geotechmin OOD

Resource 
Category

Total volume 
(Mln m3)

Bulk dry density 
(g/cm3)

Total tonnage 
(Mln t)

PROLAZNITSA

Indicated 4.20 2.85 12.00

Inferred 5.20 2.85 14.90

Mining Site Area
Exploration 

Permit 
Number / Date

Exploration 
Agreement Effective from

Commercial 
Discovery 

Application

Petrovo 35.12 km2 414 - 08.12.2015 20.05.2016 26.08.2016 Planned for 2020

b.  Precious Metals Exploration Sites 

1. Petrovo Sites – Project Summary

Description: The Petrovo Project consists of three sites. Yudeni Varshila, Kazanite and Kanala.  It has been prepared 

on the basis of a contract dated 20 May 2016 for search and exploration of useful metal-containing natural resources 

in the area of Petrovo concluded between the Minister of Energy and Interprom EOOD in accordance with Permission 

No. 414/08.12.2015 of the Minister of Energy.  

Objective: The project’s objective is to execute geo-logical appraisal of Petrovo with the goal to establish economic 

reserves of Gold-silver-lead-zinc ore with the vision of developing commercially and technologically feasible mining 

operations in the future.  

Timeline: The geological exploration works are forecast to take place in an initial period of three years and in case of 

positive outcome Interprom EOOD is expected to apply for commercial mining concession within the boundaries of 

the area of exploration.

Petrovo -  Site “Yudeni Varshila” / Open-Cut Mining
The estimated reserves are 34 million tones of ore containing gold and silver. The present exploration efforts indicate 

the presence of 1.15 g/tonne of gold and 10 g/tonne of silver amounting to 39.1 tonnes of gold and 340 tonnes of silver 

respectively.  The extraction of resources will be possible with an open-cut mining. 

Petrovo – Site “Kazanite” / Undergroung Mining
The estimated reserves are 2,9 million tones of ore containing gold, silver, lead and zinc.  The exploration is indicating 

3.6 g/tonne of gold, 60 g/t of silver, 1.9% lead and 1.9% zinc.  The extraction of these resources will require underground 

mining.
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Petrovo – Site “Kanala” / Underground Mining
The Kanala site has estimated reserves of 1 million tonnes of ore containg gold, silver, lead, zink and antimony.  The 

present exploration efforts indicate the presence of 5.0 g/tonne of gold and 200 g/tonne of silver, lead 1.8%, zinc 1.5% 

antimony 0.15%.  The extraction of these resources will require underground mining.

Location
The Petrovo area is located in the South West parts of the Mountain of Pirin and the North parts of the Slavyanka 

Mountain and Ali Botush Mountain. The area is located between the lands of the villages of Petrovo, Goleshevo, Yanevo 

and Belyovo which are interconnected with partially tarmacked and unpaved roads. The area surface is 35.12 square 

km. The coordinates of the area are provided in the table below. The relief is hilly with partial slopes to the South and 

some to the North. The average altitude is 450 m with relative excesses of up to 100 m.

Coordinates of the Border Points of Petrovo Area

№ X , m Y, m H, m

1 4466917.67 8514356.78 520.00

2 4466230.33 8517226.24 790.00

3 4464666.57 8519389.90 700.00

4 4461392.96 8519377.29 927.00

5 4461251.91 8517925.05 840.00

6 4460719.88 8516093.11 870.00

7 4460942.98 8515998.93 810.00

8 4460810.21 8515343.92 840.00

9 4460498.41 8515330.51 870.00

10 4459835.39 8513047.51 560.90

11 4460858.73 8511864.30 400.00

Exploration Area Exploration works zones within Petrovo Site

Note: 1970 Coordinates System

PETROVO

A. KAZANITE

XX11ra

)( a 

eBKO 'IYK p 
89,1 

)( a 

1 cm= 50 m

B. KANALA

C. YUDENI VARSHILA
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Geology
From metallogenic point of view the Petrovo Area is located on the South-West arch of the Teshovski Ore Ring identi-

fied and isolated by Mankov (1982). This ring is causally linked to the late Late Cretaceous and Tertiary tecton-magma 

processes in South West of Bulgaria resulting in the formation of South Pirin granitoid plutons including Teshovski (60 

sq km), Goleshevski (9 sq km) and Lehovski (0.9 sq km). The Lehovo ore field falls entirely inside the Petrovo exploration 

assignment.  Part of the Lehovo Ore Field is also comprised within. A number of ore manifestations are established 

within the Lehovo Ore Field. The main ones are the ores from hydrothermal type such us silver-gold-lead-zinc and 

gold-quartz-pyrite-arsenopyrite and gold -pyrite-arsenopyrite.

Exploration works
The exploration works include:

    •  Geological mapping M 1:25000 and M 1:5000

    •  Reduction of the area to 12 square meters

    •  Trenching with total volume of 2450 sq meters with width of 1 m

    •  Drilling with total length of 2160 m (1601 m during the first year and 1000 m during the second and the third year

    •  A gallery at altitude of 610 m with total length of 800 m, side sections of at every 25 m with total length 160 m with 

               cross-section of the mining works of 4.5 sq meters

    •  Topo-geodesic works within the area

    •  Completion of Geological Report

    •  Nature restoration works (recultivation) on the affected parts of the field

    •  The exploration works are intended to be performed mechanically without the use of explosives and adverse effect on forests

Type of Works Measure
Exploration works

Planned Performed

Documentation of drill samples, trenches and clenasers:

- drilling sample l.m. 2570 2730

- trenches m2 3000 2000

- cleansers count - 5

- integral lithological columns count 6 8

Laboratory tests:

- quantitative IСP analysis of 11 elements count 1020 1484

- quantitative analysis of gold (Au) count 231 300

- silicate analysis count 20 21

- differential thermal analysis count 10 12

- ore petro-graphic analysis count 40 60

- quantitative analysis of gold (Au) count 231 300

- micro-drilling studies count 10 20

- volume weight / density count 80 80

- Geological report of the results of the
   first year of operation

count 1 1

- Rehabilitation of roads and recultivation km 6 6.8

Table 4: Volume and type of exploration works
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Two drillings have been performed in 2018 – one at depth of 410 meters and one at 333.8 meters as per the Transversal 

Cross Sectional Map provided below. Both drillings were able to intersect the ore-yielding strip being analysed with 

encouraging results.

Key Outcomes
Two steep ore-yielding strips have been identified in the Kazanite zone as a result of the conducted exploration works 

and subsequent analysis. The two strips are located in a floor-staged fashion along the foliation of biothy-gneiss and 

marbles of two mineralogical types: (1) silver-galena-sphalerite and (2) gold-quartz-pyrite. The ore zone of gold-quartz-

pyrite mineral type is the one with largest thickness as intersected at depths of 180-210m.

A streak of quartz-silver-gold sulfone-antimony mineralisation with thinks of between 3-6 m has been intersected in 

the Kanala zone.

On the basis of these observations, new detailed geological exploration works have been planned on two strips: (1) 

Kazanite – Kanala and (2) Kazanite – Lehovo, with the principal objective being to establish ore resources and reserves 

feasible for industrial production.

Infrastructure
The Petrovo project requires the development and modification of the existing infrastructure because the ore will be 

transported using trucks and trailers first within the site for primary enrichment and then to their final processing 

destination. The project site is not linked yet to the national road network and investments for transport routes are 

needed. In order to gain a better understanding of the existing road and hauling alignment and to assess the required 

CAPEX in logistics, the site needs a detailed baseline survey of the existing infrastructure.

Processing
If proven economically feasible the underground and open-cut mining sites in Petrovo exploration area will require 

the installation of an on-site primary enrichment plant. Since the area falls within several protected zones that are part 

of Natura 2000, the permitting process for such a plant will require significant planning and legal effort. The process 

to be used will have to be both efficient and environmentally friendly applying a closed flows cycle with no emissions 

or exhausts of any king into the surrounding habitat. 

Commercial feasibility and marketing
Commercial Feasibility has not been commenced as such is dependent and conditional on estimation of resources 

and reserves, as well as the grade of the ore, the CAPEX and the expected OPEX of a potential future mining operation.

2. North West Landfill

NW Landfill - Project Summary 
The North West Landfill is within the Panagyurishte ore region.  It is located 55 km east of Sofia. Its territory includes 

parts from the Central Srednogorie and the Stara Planina Mountain between the towns of Pazardzhik and Etropole 

with total area of 1500 sq km. The landfield is in proximity to the Copper-Porphyrin Mining Field “Medet” and 25 km 

northwards from the city of Panagyurishte.

Its geological position is determined by the area of development of an intensive Upper Cretaceous magmatic activity and 

related to its mineral deposits (Georgiev, 1939; Konstantinov, 1952; Dimitrov, 1960; Bogdanov, 1987; Popov & Popov, 1997). 
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The land-fill holds mine waste from the nearby Copper-Molybdenum Mining Site which was deposited at the site in 

the past. The waste consists of off-balance copper-molybdenum-porphyry containing copper from 0.08% to 0.18% 

that were considered sub economic for further processing at the time of their disposal. During some of the years of 

operation of the Medet Mining Field ores with a copper content of up to 0.30% have also been deposited at the North-

west Landfill Site. There are a number of existing roads between the layers situated from altitude of 920m to altitude of 

1050 with a total length of 10.23 km. The Medetska river flows across the eastern part of the landfill where waters with 

high contents of copper as high as up to 120 mg/l are drained. The economic value of the deposited ore is related to 

the possibility of intensifying and accelerating the undergoing physicоchemical and microbiological processes, which 

lead to the leaching of the copper contained within it. 

Mineral Resource Estimate
The potential resource is 34-38 million metric tons of ore body with average concentration of copper around 0.10% 

translating into 34,000 – 38,000 metric tons of copper. 

Table 5: List of coordinates of the 
Northwest Landfill

Fig 3:  Location of the Northwest Landfill

№ X , m Y, m

1 4595345,03 8568677,56

2 4595189,36 8568279,43

3 4595063,08 8568201,92

4 4595002,66 8567999,61

5 4594866,89 8567930,61

6 4594771,08 8568263,08

7 4594435,18 8568279,04

8 4594273,83 8568249,24

9 4594151,00 8568803,09

10 4594267,94 8569180,42

11 4594526,24 8569079,17

12 4595084,11 8569038,84

13 4595121,08 8568893,56
Note: 1970 Coordinates System
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Exploration Works Plan
The objective of the geological works during the first year is (1) to perform a geological appraisal of the volume of the 

deposited mine waste and (2) conduct preliminary laboratory and technological studies for extraction of copper from 

the waste ore. The feasibility of a possible detailed study during the second year will be assessed on this basis. The 

goal of the detailed study will be to determine within acceptable levels of confidence the availability of production 

resources and ultimately reserves of copper ore.

The objectives of the geological survey is dependent on the resolution of the 
following assignments:

    •  Development of schematic geomorphological and geological map of the landfill with M:1:2500

    • Two-phase drilling along 10 profile lines to form a lattice of 200x200 and 100x100 meters in order to determine tex-

ture-structural features of the deposited mine waste, the character of their ore mineralisation (sulphides and oxides), the 

mineral composition as well as the quantitative measurement of the content and grade of copper and molybdenum.

    •  Geological specification of the drilling samples in M1:50 and production of integral lithologic columns (lithology 

composition, intervals of testing, percentage of ex-tracted core samples, mineral composition, tectonic features, primary 

and secondary minerals, percentage of copper contained and presence of other chemical elements);

    •  Contemporary laboratory and technological experiments/ tests to determine the enrichment feasibility of the 

mine waste through floatation and intensifying of the natural microbiological leaching of copper

Interprom EOOD intends to perform a combination of high-level geology study field works and various types of che-

mo-analytical, mineralogy-petrographic and laboratory-technological studies.

Table 6: Planned Geological Drilling Works Phase 1

Profile Line № Drilling Average Depth, m Totals, m

1-1ˈ 5

40

40

4-4ˈ

21
1
2
6

160

8-8ˈ

7
3
4
8

160

12-12ˈ

9
10
11
12

160

16-16ˈ

20
13
14
15
16

200

20-20ˈ
17
18
19

120

TOTAL 21 840
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19. Risk Factors
An investment in the Blueshares and their Blueshare Security Token representation (both forming Blueshare Token) 

involves a high degree of risk. Accordingly, investors should exercise particular care in evaluating the risks involved 

and must decide for themselves after proper consultation whether, in light of those risks, their investment and its 

size is appropriate. The Blueshare Tokens should be regarded as a highly speculative investment and an investment 

in Blueshare Tokens should only be made by those with the necessary expertise to fully evaluate the investment. Pro-

spective investors are advised to consult an independent adviser being a person who is authorized or exempt under 

the applicable jurisdiction to render competent investment advice. The information set out below does not purport to 

be an exhaustive list or summary of the risks which the Interprom Mining AG or its subsidiary Interprom EOOD (both 

forming the Company) may encounter and is not set out in any particular order of priority.

The Company’s business, financial or operations could be materially and adversely affected by the occurrence of any 

of the risks described below. In such cases, the market price or evaluation of the Blueshare Tokens could decline and 

investors could lose all or part of their investment. Additional risks and uncertainties not presently known to the Board 

of Directors of Interprom Mining AG (Directors), or that the Directors currently deem immaterial, may also have an ad-

verse effect on the Company. The Directors consider the following risk factors to be significant for potential investors, 

but the list of risks is not intended to be exhaustive nor does it comprise all those risks associated with an investment 

in the Company. Accordingly, investors should exercise particular care in evaluating the risks involved and must decide 

for themselves after proper consultation whether, in light of those risks, their investment is appropriate.

Blueshare tokens will be characterized by a high degree of risk, volatility and illiquidity. A prospective investor should 

thoroughly review the confidential information contained herein and the terms of the share purchase agreement 

and subscription agreement, and carefully consider whether an investment in the Company is suitable to the inves-

tor’s financial situation and goals. Certain economic and market information contained herein has been obtained from 

published sources prepared by other parties. While such sources are believed to be reliable, neither the Company, or 

its respective affiliates assume any responsibility for the accuracy or completeness of such information. Neither de-

livery of this memorandum nor any statement herein should be taken to imply that any information contained herein 

is correct as of any time subsequent to the date hereof. No regulatory authority has examined or approved any of 

the information set out in this information memorandum. No such action has been or will be taken under the Swiss 

laws, regulatory requirements or rules of any jurisdiction. The mere publication, distribution or dissemination of this 

Information memorandum does not imply that the applicable laws, regulatory requirements, or rules have complied.

Acquisition of the Blueshare tokens involves a high degree of risk. Each potential purchaser of Blueshare tokens should 

carefully consider the following information about these risks before he decides to buy the Blueshare tokens. If any of 

the following risks actually occurs, the value of the Blueshare tokens could be materially adversely affected.

Risks and uncertainties described below in this Information memorandum may not be the only ones token holders 

face. Additional risks and uncertainties may also materially adversely affect the value of the Blueshare tokens.

Some of the statements in the Information memorandum include forward-looking statements, which reflect the 

Company’s current views with respect to execution roadmap, financial performance, business strategy and future 

plans.
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Risks relating to the Company and its industry 

Mineral exploration and mining are speculative in nature. The business of prospecting and exploring for and actual 

mining of minerals involves a degree of risk and only a small proportion of properties that are explored worldwide are 

ultimately developed into producing mines. No success in this respect can be guaranteed.

Where exploration has led to increased mineral resources or reserves, the economics of developing mineral properties 

is affected by many factors including the cost of operations, variations of the grade of ore mined, quality and avail-

ability of geological expertise and such other factors as government regulations or public disagreement and unrest.

Due to the speculative nature of exploration and production it may not always be possible for the Company to accu-

rately forecast cash flow, operating costs and economic returns. Further, no assurances can be given that any minerals 

will be discovered in economically viable quantities in the geographical locations in which the Company is interested, 

nor that any such reserves can be brought into profitable production. 

Operating History. The Interprom EOOD 90% owned by the Interprom Mining AG has been operating with respect to 

mining of natural resources since 2013 and, to date, it has primarily engaged in drilling, mapping, geochemistry (soil, 

earth and rock sampling) and geophysics. Its future success will depend upon the Directors’ ability to direct, develop 

and maximise the potential of the current projects and to identify and take advantage of further opportunities which 

may arise. The Company presently has no mining assets producing revenues or positive cash flow and its ultimate 

success will depend on its ability to generate cash flow from active mining operations in the future and its ability to 

access capital markets for its development requirements. The Company has not generated profits from mining to 

date and there is no guarantee that it will do so in the future. All of the Company’s activities with respect to mining will 

be directed to exploration and, if warranted, development of its existing properties, the granting of mining licences 

and to the search for and the development of new mineral deposits. Significant capital investment will be required to 

achieve commercial production. 

Historical facts, information gained from historic experience, present facts, circumstances and information, and as-

sumptions from all or any of these are not a guide to the future. Aims, targets, plans and intentions referred to herein 

are no more than that and do not imply forecasts. The Blueshare Tokens should be regarded as a highly speculative 

investment and an investment in Blueshare Tokens should only be made by those with the necessary expertise to fully 

evaluate the investment. 

Requirement for Substantial Capital Expenditure and further financing. The Company may be unable to obtain 

needed capital or financing on satisfactory terms or otherwise, which could materially adversely affect the business, 

prospects and financial condition of the Company. The successful extraction of mineral resources requires very sig-

nificant capital investment. Delays in the development of any of the Company’s mining projects or drilling projects or 

other technical difficulties may result in projected target dates for related production being delayed and/or further 

capital expenditure being required.

The Company’s ability to raise further funds will depend on the success of existing and future operations. The Com-

pany may not be successful in procuring the requisite funds and, if such funding is unavailable, the Company may be 

required to reduce the scope of its operations or anticipated expansion and ultimately the Company may cease to be 

a going concern. In particular, the inability to finance expenditure requirements under the terms of the Company’s 

licences could result in the forfeiture of some, or all, of them. In the event that financing is successful it may mean that 

new Blueshare Tokens need to be issued thus diluting the interests of investors at that time. 

Significant capital investment will be required to achieve commercial production from the Company’s existing
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exploration projects and from successful exploration effects. There is no assurance that the Company will be able to 

raise the required funds to continue these activities and there can be no guarantee that such funding will ultimately 

be available.

Operational risks and hazards associated with the mining industry. The Company’s exploration activities are, and 

will be, subject to risks and hazards inherent in the mining industry, including but not limited to, variations in grade, 

deposit size, density, unusual or unexpected rock formations and other geological problems, structural cave-ins or 

slides, seismic activity, flooding, fires, explosions, periodic interruptions due to inclement or hazardous weather con-

ditions, environmental hazards, hydrological conditions, delays in installing and commissioning plant and equipment, 

metallurgical and other processing problems, mechanical equipment performance problems and other technical 

problems, the unavailability of materials and equipment including fuel, labour force disruptions or shortage of skilled 

workers, unanticipated interruptions or significant changes in the costs of services and supplies including but not lim-

ited to water, transport, fuel and power, and unanticipated regulatory changes. Should any of these risks and hazards 

affect any of the Company’s exploration activities, it may cause the cost of exploration to increase and may result in a 

requirement for greater capital or operating expenditure. The cost of exploration may also increase to a point where 

it would no longer be economic to carry out these activities which would have a material and adverse effect on the 

financial condition of the Company. 

Problems may also arise due to the quality or failure of locally obtained equipment or interruptions to services (such as 

power, water, fuel or transport or processing capacity) or technical support which results in failure to achieve expected 

target dates for drilling or production activities and/or result in a requirement for greater expenditure. 

Planning and Environmental Issues. Under different Acts in respective jurisdictions there are separate but comple-

mentary procedures and agencies responsible for land use planning control and environmental issues. Whilst the 

Company has received all necessary environmental and planning permissions for its current operations, there can be 

no guarantee that permissions will be renewed or granted in the future.

Force Majeure. The Company’s activities could be impacted by events outside of its control, including acts of God, 

forces of nature or other natural and unavoidable catastrophes that interrupt the expected course of events, the oc-

currence of which could prevent, restrict or delay the ability of the Company to fulfil its strategy. 

Volatility of Mineral Pricing and market fluctuations. The Company’s earnings or other project or subsidiary com-

panies that the Company may invest in from time to time may be derived from the mining and sale of metals and 

may, therefore, be related to the market price for those metals. The prices of metals can fluctuate significantly and are 

affected by numerous factors which the Company is unable to control or predict including world production levels, in-

ternational economic trends, the availability of substitute minerals or metals for industrial uses, sales and purchases of 

a particular mineral, forward sales by producers and speculators, levels of mineral production and short term changes 

in international level of supply and demand because of speculative hedging activities. 

In addition, the profitability of any future mining operations by the Company shall be directly related to the prevailing 

price of the minerals produced. If prices decline for a substantial period below the cost of production at any future 

mines of the Company, it may not be economically feasible to continue production at such mines. A decline in the 

prevailing price of minerals may also require the Company to write-down any mineral resources or mineral reserves, 

which would have a material and adverse effect on future earnings and profitability. 

There can be no assurance that the Company’s business model will be commercially viable.

The success or otherwise of the Company’s business model can be affected by changes to the industry and /or general 

economic factors. The Board have a defined strategy and are optimistic about the Company’s development prospects;
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however there is no guarantee that the Company’s objectives will be achieved. In addition, actual results of operations 

may require significant modifications to all or part of such model. 

Dependence on Directors. The Company is dependent on its current Directors and key Geological and Engineering, 

Financial, Operations and Project Management and Other Competent Persons. It has entered into contractual agree-

ments with Directors and such Competent Persons with the aim of securing the services of these Individuals, however 

retention cannot be guaranteed. The Company’s business activity and ability to fulfil its strategy could be adversely 

affected by the loss of any Directors or Competent Persons.

Risks relating to the Blueshare Tokens

Dividend Payments. No dividend has ever been paid by the Company and future profits may be retained for oper-

ations to the extent necessary to fulfil the Company’s business plan. The Company may not be able to pay cash divi-

dends to its shareholders for the foreseeable future, and any decision to pay dividends will depend on the Company’s 

future profitability, cash availability and other factors. The Company has no plans to pay a dividend in the immediate 

future and no assurance can be given that there will ever be any such cash dividend or distribution in future. Any 

investors who anticipate a need for immediate income from their investment should therefore not, purchase any 

Blueshare Tokens. 

Share price volatility and limited liquidity associated with the Blueshare Tokens. Investors should recognise that 

the price of securities and the income from them can go down as well as up. The price at which the Blueshare Tokens 

may trade and the price which the shareholders may realise for their Blueshare Tokens will be influenced by a large 

number of factors, some specific to the Company and some which may affect quoted companies generally. These 

factors could include the performance of the Company’s operations, large purchases or sales of Blueshare Tokens, 

liquidity (or absence of liquidity) in the Blueshare Tokens, currency fluctuations, legislative or regulatory changes and 

general economic conditions. The value of the Blueshare Tokens will therefore fluctuate and may not reflect their 

underlying asset value. The nature of the Company may result in little or no trading in Blueshare Tokens, which may 

result in shareholders being unable to dispose of their shareholdings. There is also no guarantee that the market price 

of a tokenized Participation Equity Share will accurately reflect its underlying value.

Lack of Development of Market for Blueshare tokens. Because there has been no prior public trading market for 

the Blueshare Tokens (Tokens), the Token sale may not result in an active or liquid market for the Tokens, and their 

price may be highly volatile. Even if the Tokens are tradable in a secondary market, in practice, there may not be 

enough active Investors and sellers or the bid-ask spreads may be too wide. The Token holders may not be able to 

exit their token holdings easily. In the worst-case scenario where no secondary market develops, a Token holder may 

not be able to liquidate his/her token holdings at all. The exchanges or tokens that facilitate secondary trading of the 

Tokens may not be regulated by the applicable laws.

Risks Relating to Highly Speculative Traded Price. The valuation of digital tokens in a secondary market is usually 

not transparent, and highly speculative. The Tokens hold only indirectly ownership rights to Company’s assets and, 

therefore, are only indirectly backed by any tangible asset. Traded price of the Tokens can fluctuate greatly within 

a short period of time. There is a high risk that a Token holder could lose his/her entire contribution amount. In the 

worst-case scenario, the Tokens could be rendered worthless.

Blueshare Tokens May Have No Value. The Blueshare tokens may have no value and there is no guarantee or repre-

sentation of liquidity for the Blueshare tokens. Company is not and shall not be responsible for or liable for the market 

value of the Blueshare tokens, the transferability and/or liquidity of the Blueshare tokens and/or the availability of any 

market for the Blueshare tokens through third parties or otherwise.
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Tokens are Non-Refundable. Company is not obliged to provide the Token holders with a refund related to the Tokens 

for any reason, and the Token holders will not receive money or other compensation in lieu of the refund. No promises 

of future performance or price are or will be made in respect to the Tokens, including no promise of inherent value, 

no promise of continuing payments, and no guarantee that the Tokens will hold any particular value. Therefore, the 

recovery of spent resources may be impossible or may be subject to foreign laws or regulations, which may not be the 

same as the private law of the Token holder.

Blockchain Delay Risk. On the Ethereum blockchains, timing of block production is determined by proof of work so 

block production can occur at random times. For example, the Cryptocurrency transferred in the final seconds of a 

distribution period during the Token Presale or the Token Sale may not get included for that period. Investor acknowl-

edges and understands that the Ethereum blockchain may not include the Investor’s transaction at the time Investor 

expects and Investor may not receive the Tokens in this regard.

Blockchain Congestion Risk. The Ethereum blockchains are prone to periodic congestion during which transactions 

can be delayed or lost. Individuals may also intentionally spam the respective network in an attempt to gain an advan-

tage in purchasing cryptographic tokens. Investor acknowledges and understands that Ethereum block producers 

may not include Investor’s transaction when Investor wants or Investor’s transaction may not be included at all.

Risk of Software Weaknesses. The concept of token smart contract which creates the mechanism of creation and 

distribution of the Blueshare Tokens (“Token Smart Contract”), the underlying software application and software to-

ken (i.e. the Ethereum blockchain) are still in an early development stage and unproven. There is no representation and 

warranty that the process for creating the Blueshare tokens will be uninterrupted or error-free. There is an inherent 

risk that the software could contain weaknesses, vulnerabilities or bugs causing, inter alia, the complete loss of the 

cryptocurrency and/or the Blueshare tokens.

Risk of New Technology. The Token, the Tokens and all of the matters set forth in this Information memorandum 

are new and untested. The Token and the Tokens might not be capable of completion, creation, implementation or 

adoption. It is possible that no blockchain utilizing the Token will be ever launched. Investor in Tokens should not rely 

on the Token, the Token Smart Contract or the ability to receive tokens associated with the Token in the future. Even if 

the Token is completed, implemented and adopted, it might not function as intended, and any Tokens may not have 

functionality that is desirable or valuable. Also, technology is changing rapidly, so the Token and the Tokens may be-

come outdated.

Risk of Loss of Private Keys. The Tokens purchased by Investor may be held by Investor in Investor’s digital wallet or 

vault, which requires a private key, or a combination of private keys, for access. Accordingly, loss of requisite private 

keys associated with such Investor’s digital wallet or vault storing the Tokens will result in loss of such Tokens, access 

to Investor’s Token balance and/or any initial balances in blockchains created by third parties. Moreover, any third par-

ty that gains access to such private keys, including by gaining access to login credentials of a hosted wallet or vault 

service the Investor uses, may be able to misappropriate the Investor’s Tokens. Company Parties are not responsible 

for any such losses.

Lack of Blueshare Token Security. The Tokens may be subject to expropriation and or/theft. Hackers or other mali-

cious Companys or organizations may attempt to interfere with the Token Smart Contract or the Tokens in a variety 

of ways, including, but not limited to, malware attacks, denial of service attacks, consensus-based attacks, Sybil attacks, 

smurfing and spoofing. Furthermore, because the Ethereum token rests on open source software, there is the risk that 

Ethereum smart contracts may contain intentional or unintentional bugs or weaknesses which may negatively affect the 

Tokens or result in the loss of Tokens, the loss of ability to access or control the Tokens. In the event of such a software bug 

or weakness, there may be no remedy and holders of the Tokens are not guaranteed any remedy, refund or compensation.
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Risk of Ethereum Mining Attacks. The blockchain used for the Token Smart Contract is susceptible to mining at-

tacks, including double-spend attacks, majority mining power attacks, “selfish-mining” attacks, and race condition 

attacks. Any successful attacks present a risk to the Token Smart Contract, expected proper execution and sequenc-

ing of the Token transactions, and expected proper execution and sequencing of contract computations.

Failure to Map a Public Key to Investor’s Account. Failure of Investor in the Blueshare tokens to map a public key to 

such Investor’s account may result in third parties being unable to recognize Investor’s Blueshare token balance on 

the Ethereum blockchain when and if they configure the initial balances of a new blockchain based upon the Blue-

share smart contract.

Risk of Incompatible Wallet Service. The wallet or wallet service provider used for the acquisition and storage of the 

Blueshare tokens has to be technically compatible with the Blueshare tokens. The failure to assure this may have the 

result that Investor in the Blueshare tokens will not gain access to his Blueshare tokens.

Risk Related to Reliance on Third Parties. Even if completed, the Token will rely, in whole or partly, on third parties to 

adopt and implement it and to continue to develop, supply, and otherwise support it. There is no assurance or guaran-

tee that those third parties will complete their work, properly carry out their obligations, or otherwise meet anyone’s 

needs, all of might have a material adverse effect on the Token.

Dependence of Token on Senior Management Team

The ability of the Blueshare project team which is responsible for maintaining competitive position of the Token is 

dependent to a large degree on the services of a respective senior management team. The loss or diminution in the 

services of members of respective senior management team or an inability to attract, retain and maintain additional 

senior management personnel could have a material adverse effect on the Token. Competition for personnel with 

relevant expertise is intense due to the small number of qualified individuals, and this situation seriously affects the 

ability to retain its existing senior management and attract additional qualified senior management personnel, which 

could have a significant adverse impact on the Token.

Dependence of Token on Various Factors. The development of the Token smart contract may be abandoned for a 

number of reasons, including lack of interest from the public, lack of funding, lack of commercial success or prospects, 

or departure of key personnel.

Lack of Interest to the Token or Company. Even if the Token development is finished and adopted and launched, the 

ongoing success of the Token relies on the interest and participation of third parties like developers. There can be no 

assurance or guarantee that there will be sufficient interest or participation in the Token.

Changes to the Token. The Token is still under development and may undergo significant changes over time. Al-

though Company Parties intend for the Token to have the features and specifications set forth in this Information 

memorandum, changes to such features and specifications can be made for any number of reasons, any of which may 

mean that the Token does not meet expectations of Investor in the Tokens.

Risk associated with Other Applications. The Token may give rise to other, alternative projects, promoted by unaffil-

iated third parties, under which the Token will have no intrinsic value.

Risk of an Unfavourable Fluctuation of Cryptocurrency Value. The proceeds of the sale of the Tokens may be de-

nominated in cryptocurrency, and may be converted into other cryptographic and fiat currencies. If the value of cryp-

tocurrencies fluctuates unfavourably during or after the Token Presale or the Token Sale, Company Parties may not be 

able to fund development, or may not be able to develop or maintain the Token in the manner that it intended.
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Risk of Conflicts of Interest. Any Company Party may be engaged in transactions with related parties, including re-

spective majority shareholder, companies controlled by him or in which he owns an interest, and other affiliates, and 

may continue to do so in the future. Conflicts of interest may arise between any Company Party’s affiliates and respec-

tive Company Party, potentially resulting in the conclusion of transactions on terms not determined by market forces.

Risks Related to Invalidation of Company Parties Transactions. Company Parties have taken a variety of actions 

relating to its business that, if successfully challenged for not complying with applicable legal requirements, could 

be invalidated or could result in the imposition of liabilities on respective Company Party. Since applicable legislation 

may subject to many different interpretations, respective Company Party may not be able to successfully defend any 

challenge brought against such transactions, and the invalidation of any such transactions or imposition of any such 

liability may, individually or in the aggregate, have a material adverse effect on the Token.

Risk Arising from Emerging Markets. Company Parties or some of them may operate on emerging markets. Emerg-

ing markets are subject to greater risks than more developed markets, including significant legal, economic and 

political risks. Emerging markets are subject to greater risk than more developed markets, including in some cases 

significant legal, economic and political risks. Emerging economies are subject to rapid change and that the informa-

tion set out in this Information memorandum may become outdated relatively quickly.

Uncertain Regulatory Framework. The regulatory status of cryptographic tokens, digital assets, and blockchain 

technology is unclear or unsettled in many jurisdictions. It is difficult to predict how or whether governmental author-

ities will regulate such technologies. It is likewise difficult to predict how or whether any governmental authority may 

make changes to existing laws, regulations and/or rules that will affect cryptographic tokens, digital assets, blockchain 

technology and its applications. Such changes could negatively impact the Tokens in various ways, including, for ex-

ample, through a determination that the tokens are regulated financial instruments that require registration. Compa-

ny may cease the distribution of the tokens, the development of the Token or cease operations in a jurisdiction in the 

event that governmental actions make it unlawful or commercially undesirable to continue to do so.

Failure to Obtain, Maintain or Renew Licenses and Permits. Although as of the date of starting of the Token Presale 

there are no statutory requirements obliging Company of the Tokens to receive any licenses and permits necessary for 

carrying out of its activity, there is the risk that such statutory requirements may be adopted in the future and may relate 

to any of Company Parties. In this case, Company Parties’ business will depend on the continuing validity of such licenses 

and permits and its compliance with their terms. Regulatory authorities will exercise considerable discretion in the timing 

of license issuance and renewal and the monitoring of licensees’ compliance with license terms. Requirements which 

may be imposed by these authorities and which may require any of Company Party to comply with numerous standards, 

recruit qualified personnel, maintain necessary technical equipment and quality control systems, monitor our operations, 

maintain appropriate filings and, upon request, submit appropriate information to the licensing authorities, may be costly 

and time-consuming and may result in delays in the commencement or continuation of operation of the Token. Further, 

private individuals and the public at large possess rights to comment on and otherwise engage in the licensing process, 

including through intervention in courts and political pressure. Accordingly, the licenses any Company Party may need 

may not be issued or renewed, or if issued or renewed, may not be issued or renewed in a timely fashion, or may involve 

requirements which restrict any Company Party’s ability to conduct its operations or to do so profitably.

Risk of Government Action. The industry in which Company Parties operate is new, and may be subject to height-

ened oversight and scrutiny, including investigations or enforcement actions. There can be no assurance that govern-

mental authorities will not examine the operations of Company Parties and/or pursue enforcement actions against 

them. All of this may subject Company Parties to judgments, settlements, fines or penalties, or cause Company Par-

ties to restructure their operations and activities or to cease offering certain products or services, all of which could 

harm Company Parties’ reputation or lead to higher operational costs, which may, in turn, have a material adverse 

effect on the Tokens and/or the development of the Token.
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Risk of Burdensomeness of Applicable Laws, Regulations, and Standards. Failure to comply with existing laws and 

regulations or the findings of government inspections or increased governmental regulation of Company Parties op-

erations, could result in substantial additional compliance costs or various sanctions, which could materially adversely 

affect Company Parties business and the Token. Company Parties operations and properties are subject to regulation 

by various government entities and agencies, in connection with ongoing compliance with existing laws, regulations 

and standards. Regulatory authorities exercise considerable discretion in matters of enforcement and interpretation 

of applicable laws, regulations and standards. Respective authorities have the right to, and frequently do, conduct pe-

riodic inspections of any Company Party’s operations and properties throughout the year. Any such future inspections 

may conclude that any Company Party has violated laws, decrees or regulations, and it may be unable to refute such 

conclusions or remedy the violations. Any Company Party’s failure to comply with existing laws and regulations or the 

findings of government inspections may result in the imposition of fines or penalties or more severe sanctions or in 

requirements that respective Company Party cease certain of its business activities, or in criminal and administrative 

penalties applicable to respective officers. Any such decisions, requirements or sanctions, or any increase in govern-

mental regulation of our operations, could increase Company Parties costs and materially adversely affect Company 

Parties business and the Token.

Unlawful or Arbitrary Government Action. Governmental authorities may have a high degree of discretion and, 

at times, act selectively or arbitrarily, without hearing or prior notice, and sometimes in a manner that is contrary a 

law or influenced by political or commercial considerations. Moreover, the government also has the power in certain 

circumstances, by regulation or government act, to interfere with the performance of, nullify or terminate contracts. 

Unlawful, selective or arbitrary governmental actions have reportedly included the denial or withdrawal of licenses, 

sudden and unexpected tax audits, criminal prosecutions and civil actions. Federal and local government entities 

have also used common defects in matters surrounding the Token Sale as pretexts for court claims and other de-

mands to invalidate or to void any related transaction, often for political purposes. In this environment, Company 

Parties competitors may receive preferential treatment from the government, potentially giving them a competitive 

advantage over Company Parties.

Risk Warnings

In its Own Initiative Report on Initial Coin Offerings and Crypto-Assets from October 2018, the European Markets and 

Securities Authority (EMSA) has outlined the risk as well as the benefits of tokens, including tokens that qualifying as 

derivatives, for, among others, their ability of “facilitating financing and risk-transfer”. In addition, ESMA states that “as-

set tokens also function as a digital identifier for the underlying physical asset. If a physical object has its own ID, it can 

record its own history of origin. This information provides any buyer very accurate representation of current condition 

of the object. Furthermore, the object becomes traceable within the supply chain which is beneficial for the corporate 

involved. The digital ID linked to products could solve problems of counterfeiting and product piracy as well”.

As ESMA shares the responsibility for containing risks on financial markets and the risk of dealing with financial in-

struments, ESMA has highlighted some potential risk, mostly seen in unregulated offering and by unregulated com-

panies. It is our understanding that each investor should take advantage of the protection provided by the public 

authorities, but should be informed about any risks for his capital from business he is investing as well. We would like 

to point to your attention the following:

Prospective investors should carefully read and consider the information on the main specific risks related to the 

Group’s business activities, together with the information on the risks inherent to the offered equity capital participa-

tion tokens prior to making a decision to purchase security tokens issued by the Company.

Prospective investors are cautioned that any future operating results of any member the Group may differ materially 

from past results as a result of numerous factors, including the risk factors below. Each of the risks indicated in any 

prospectus or herein may, individually or jointly, have negative effects on the business, financial position, and future
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development of the Company, can affect negatively the price of equity capital participation tokens of the Company 

and investors may lose some or all of the money they have invested. Therefore, we have outlined most of the risks that 

have become evident in token sales below:

Regulatory risk - we may not fully exclude a scenario where a different interpretation or position is taken by the com-

petent authorities after the date of issuance of this White Paper. Furthermore, the law is subject to continual change. 

Should the facts and assumptions be incorrect or incomplete or should the law change, our views may be adversely 

affected. Multitude of non-unified authorities and jurisdictions - the tokens shall always be under the scrutiny of 

different kind of regulatory bodies in different jurisdictions. Therefore, there is a risks of alternative classifications of 

the legal nature of any of the products, assets, business and all activities described herein, by such authorities (even 

though well-established practice exist in other jurisdictions and/or authorities). The marketing, sale and distribution 

of any tokens shall also be subject to the rules of any (regulated) exchange. Therefore, the regulation of tokens and any 

transaction with the latter may always be adversely amended. Technological and software risks - Investors should 

be mindful about existing and possible future risk and vulnerabilities, related to the ever-developing technologies; the 

delays that may be possible when dealing with tokens; congestion risks; the risks of software weakness at any stage. 

Hence, there is no representation and warranty that the process for creating the Blueshares tokens, or any other tech-

nical solution, described herein will always be uninterrupted or error-free. Regardless of the strong security provided 

by such the technologies described herein, the risk of malicious acts, such as hacker attacks may not be excluded. 

Such or other events may also cause lack of liquidity in the secondary market for equity capital participation to-

kens.

You should be mindful about the following risks: the dependencies of the business on key personnel, risk of 

conflicts of interest between investors, the Group and the shareholders, risk arising from local population, gov-

ernment and intergovernmental organisations, the global economy and the possibility to find market for all 

commodities, extracted from quarry sites,failure to obtain, maintain or renew licenses and permits, mineral 

exploration and mining are speculative in nature,  substantial capital expenditure and further financing may be 

required, operational risks and hazards associated with the mining industry planning and environmental issues, 

force majeure events, the risk that volatility of mineral pricing and market fluctuations may not be predicted, 

there is also a risk of lack of development of market for Blueshare tokens, risks relating to highly speculative 

traded price, risk of incompatible wallet service, risk of an unfavorable fluctuation of cryptocurrency value.
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